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Preface
The work described in this report was performed by the Guidance and Control
Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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Errata for Technical Report 32-1565
Since the users of this report will certainly be referring to JPL TR 32-1565
(Ref. 9 ) for a much more detailed treatment of hinge-connected rigid body sys-
tem equations and their derivation, it seems appropriate here to add a few tech-
nical remarks that may contribute to that report's utility and to correct several
significant errors in the text which have been brought to the author's attention.
(1) In the last paragraph on page 30, the hinge torques T1, T , and r 3 are referred
to. The symbol ri means 7igi.
(2) On page 35, when considerin the significance of Eq. (34), note that CTC =
(C + C)T (C + C) = (U - C)(U + C) _ U + - - (2nd-degree terms), so orthog-
onality is preserved in the linear approximation. Still, for planar motion (all Rs the
same), it would be impossible to associate an angle of rotation with C, since the
cosine = 1 and the angle is large. Thus orthogon'ality is preserved, but physical
interpretation is jeopardized.
(3) Note the text corrections that follow.
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_" Page Line Equation Corrected Text Comment
,-I
X 12 Last - EaOS V = Change subscript
z
13 Last - the set 0 - {k) is .•. Replace boldface k
r-
14 17 aok = I EekiCOirJCrgk Change subscript
0 ret ije
-I
S 14 18 - -fl i ekj (CorDirTCirDi -. . Change subscript and summation index
reX~e je-k
15 12 - -+- f ({DkiCki [ . Add tilde
te3-k
C 2 C3  - C28 3  82
23 4 23 C = s1s2 3 - 3  -S182 3  c3C1  C18 2S 3 + C3S1j Note several changes
-- C1s3 + S3S1 - SC2 C C2
33 1 30b + E (aik + ik) k Change summation index
keg-,q
33 4th from last Any terminal appendage in .... Drop s from appendages
35 26 35b + E aikk + 2 (ak + . . Add subscript; change summation index
ke!_ kAe-A
36 5 36b - E Ek ( . . . Change subscript and summation index
eo3 7Ec@-r
36 19 37b - E E k [ .. Change subscript
rE 1 ie3-r
37 8 37e -• [JiooCoi + - - • Drop superscript j
37 11 37e + jC . .. Add overdot
re!-q
37 25 - ... coordinate truncation are feasible. Replace "transformation is"
82 9 A-39a E [E rr -n E(D rjU
kei reMg ieg3-r Note several changes
- DirDri)] . gl = ...
82 25 A-40a g-( es 9 [ejA r - ( ji (D* D'rU
re ie itig-r Note several changes
- Di'Dri)] g ) = ...
82 29 A-40a -• • + E e,,gj,) X gr} Replace + by X
Page Line Equation Corrected Text Comment
101 3 - [DlrDIOU - DO1DIOT Interchange superscripts
101 4 - -- y 1DoruilDloU - y 1Do1TDIo1 + D21TD12U - D21D12T Interchange superscripts
101 5 - - (7, - 72) D21T lD2U - yD21D12lu Interchange superscripts
101 9 - ur1DoDo = urTD21D12 - ... Interchange superscripts
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Abstract
This report describes several computer subroutines designed to provide the solu-
tion to minimum-dimension sets of discrete-coordinate equations of motion for
systems consisting of an arbitrary number of hinge-connected rigid bodies assem-
bled in a tree topology. In particular, these routines may be applied to (1) the case
of completely unrestricted hinge rotations, (2) the totally linearized case (i.e., all
system rotations are small), and (3) the mixed, or partially linearized, case. The use
of the programs in each case is demonstrated using a five-body spacecraft and atti-
tude control system configuration. The ability of the subroutines to accommodate
prescribed motions of system bodies is also demonstrated. Complete listings and
user instructions are included for these routines (written in Fortran V) which are
intended as multi- and general-purpose tools in the simulation of spacecraft and
other complex electromechanical systems.
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Attitude Dynamics Simulation Subroutines
for Systems of Hinge-Connected
Rigid Bodies
I. Introduction
Since Hooker and Margulies (Ref. 1) published their derivation of the vector-
dyadic equations of motion for an arbitrary number of point-connected rigid bodies
in a topological tree, a number of computer programs (Refs. 2-7) based on these
equations and similar generic formulations have come into wide use in the aero-
space industry. Meanwhile, Hooker (Ref. 8) has devised a procedure for reducing
the original Hooker-Margulies equations to a minimum-dimension set (i.e., equal
to the number of degrees of rotational freedom) by summing selected subsets of the
equations (paralleling Russell's approach-Ref. 2) and dot-multiplying by unit vec-
tors associated with the connecting joint geometry.
In Reference (9) a variation of Hooker's procedure was used to derive a
minimum-dimension set of equations of motion for a hinge-connected system of
rigid bodies. (It is always possible to substitute a hinge-connected system for a
point-connected system by introducing auxiliary bodies and without changing the
dimension of the problem.) The objective was, having derived this set of discrete-
coordinate equations in a highly systematic and detailed way, to (1) isolate certain
subsets of the system's rigid bodies that may be considered collectively as a flexible
substructure, (2) linearize in the variables describing relative motions of contigu-
ous bodies within the substructure, and (3) transform from substructure discrete
variables to distributed (modal) coordinates which may then be truncated for com-
putational efficiency. The result is, in general, a new kind of hybrid-coordinate
(discrete + distributed) formulation which can accommodate large gross deforma-
tions of an appendage even though its local deformations are small.
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However, while computer subroutines which solve the hybrid-coordinate equa-
tions of Ref. 9 will be discussed in a subsequent report, this report will confine itself
to descriptions of subroutines which solve only the discrete-coordinate equations
of motion for the hinge-connected system. Specifically, it will describe and apply
these programs as dynamic simulation tools for three possible situations: (1) the
case in which all the system bodies are permitted large or unrestricted rotations
(Section II), (2) the case in which all system rotations (and their derivatives) are
small, allowing total linearization of the equations (Section III), and (3) the mixed
case of large and small rotations for which partial linearization is appropriate
(Section IV).
The programs, since they are based on the discrete-coordinate equations of
Ref. 9, will differ from those developed in Ref. 4 in several significant respects.
First, they will be of minimum dimension. Also, interbody coordinate transforma-
tions are accomplished internal to the programs, the user being required only to
arbitrarily specify some nominal system configuration. Input has been simplified.
Pains have been taken to minimize internal coordinate transformations and other
computations to improve speed. And, finally, the user may, if he desires, prescribe
the motion of some system bodies rather than allow the subroutine to calculate it.
The subroutine approach to solving attitude dynamics equations is a logical con-
sequence of the approach taken historically at JPL to develop computer programs
(analog or digital) specialized to each particular control mode or portion of a con-
trol mode under study, e.g., the thrust vector control mode during propulsive tra-
jectory corrections. In contrast, however, to the narrow specialization of each
simulation program to specific control problems has been the extensive use of
general-purpose simulation languages to facilitate the creation of such programs.
Over the past decade, such digital simulation languages as MIDAS, MIMIC,
DSL/90, and most recently, CSSL III (Continuous System Simulation Language)
have proved extremely valuable since they relieve the programmer of the worry
over numerical integration routines, and since they can properly sort the many, at
times highly interrelated, computational statements which occur and thereby help
to ensure a correct solution.
Many of these "simulators" also provide a powerful array of useful special func-
tions, in addition to the standard Fortran library of mathematical and intrinsic
functions, such as hysteresis loops, noise generators, time delays, pulse generators,
logic gates, etc. In fact, provision is also made for inclusion into the language of
any user-created functions or subroutines. An example of an extremely useful sub-
routine that has been made a part of the CSSL III processor is HCK (Hamilton-
Cayley-Klein), a rigid-body attitude dynamics package, written by E. H. Kopf.
HCK calculates the angular acceleration components of a single rigid body, given
its angular velocities, applied torques, and inertial properties. The HCK param-
eters (i.e., Euler parameters) are used in the necessary kinematic calculations and
provide body-to-inertial (or vice versa) coordinate transformations as desired. Euler
angles may also be requested to indicate the angular position of the body with
respect to the inertial reference frame.
Just like HCK, the subroutines to be described here calculate angular accelera-
tions, except that they do so for every body in a system of hinge-connected rigid
bodies. All integration operations are confined to the main CSSL III simulation pro-
gram (which calls its centralized numerical integration routines as required). Thus,
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performing no numerical integration and required only to compute angular accel-
eration components (given the necessary system states, forcing functions, and
physical properties), the routines are intended simply as very specialized and yet
powerful simulation tools for application to a wide variety of current space vehicle
attitude control problems.
II. Unrestricted Systems
A. System Mathematical Model
Figure 1 illustrates a set of eleven hinge-connected rigid bodies, labeled accord-
ing to a convention designed to facilitate the processing of the equations of motion.
This example will be useful in illustrating and interpreting the general mathemati-
cal model and the labeling conventions adopted here for its description. (In reading
the list of conventions and symbol definitions, frequent reference should be made
to Fig. 1.) Only after entertaining the complete cast of symbols used in what follows
will consideration be given to the much smaller list of symbols to which values must
be assigned by the user of the computer programs.
The mathematical model consists of a set of n + 1 rigid bodies interconnected
by n hinges'; the indicated numbers of bodies and hinges imply a tree topology.
Any interbody connection forces in addition to those at the n hinges must be
treated as forces external to the entire system. (If there were a linear spring con-
necting the mid-point of body d6 in Fig. 1 to some point on body d, for example,
it would be necessary to replace the spring with a pair of equal and opposite forces
applied to the spring attachment points on 1d and io; the magnitude and direction
of these forces would have to be expressed in terms of the unknown kinematical
variables of the system.)
1. Definitions of fundamental symbols
Def. 1. Let n be the number of hinges interconnecting a set of n + 1 bodies.
Def. 2. Define the integer sets 63 = (0, 1, • . • , n} and = (1, • • , n}.
Def. 3. Let d, be a label assigned to one body chosen arbitrarily as a reference
body, and let d, - - • , d, be labels assigned to the remaining bodies in
such a way that if ~j is located between 4o and dk, then 0 < i < k.
Def. 4. Define the dextral orthogonal sets of unit vectors b, b , b'k so as to be
imbedded in Ad for k E , and such that in some arbitrarily selected nomi-
nal configuration of the system bk = bi for a = 1, 2, 3 and k, ji E3.
Def. 5. Define (bk} as the column array of unit vectors2
iThe word "hinge" as used here implies a connection which maintains a line common to both
bodies; such a connection is sometimes called a line hinge.
2Note that braces { i are used in this report both to identify column arrays of vectors and to
enclose sets of integers; the distinction is apparent as soon as the objects within the braces are
identified as vectors (boldface) or scalars.
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bk
{b b , for kEc3
bk
Def. 6. Let &oo = {(bOlT o be the inertial angular velocity vector of o, so that wo
is the corresponding 3-by-1 matrix in vector basis ({b).
Def. 7. Let Ck be the mass center of 4 for k e , (see Fig. 1).
Def. 8. Let /i be a point on the hinge axis common to d and ij for / < k and
k E9 (see Fig. 1).
Def. 9. Define the kth neighbor set 93k for k e93 such that j e 3k if dj is attached
to 'k.
Def. 10. For j Ek, let pki = (bk}Tpki be the position vector with respect to cs of
the labeled point on the hinge axis (either 6j or /i) which is common to
s and i, so that pki is the corresponding 3-by-1 matrix in vector basis
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Def. 11. Let g = {b})Tgk be a unit vector parallel to the hinge axis through Ak, so
that g" is the corresponding 3-by-1 matrix in vector basis (bk}.
Def. 12. For k E 9, let yk be the angle of a gk-rotation of k with respect to the body
attached at fk, that is, a rotation during which a right-handed screw fixed
in dk with its axis parallel to gk advances in the direction of gk. Assign the
value zero to yk for k E 9 when the system is in its arbitrarily chosen nomi-
nal configuration, for which b" = bi, a = 1, 2, 3; k, i E 93.
Def. 13. Let mk be the mass of ik for k ,93.
Def. 14. Let I {b")TIk b{} be the inertia dyadic of i1 for c,, so that PJ is the
corresponding inertia matrix in vector basis (bk), i.e.,
1 2 23
SIkI Ik I
[ = 1  2 1  I3
13 23 33
Def. 15. Let F ( bkTFk be the resultant vector of all forces applied to 4, except
for those due to interbody forces transmitted at hinge connections, so
that Fk is the corresponding 3-by-1 matrix in vector basis {bk). (Thus, any
interbody forces due to spring connections, etc., which are separate from
the n hinge connections would contribute to Fk, as would all forces from
sources external to the system.)
Def. 16. Let Tk ={bk}TTk be the resultant moment vector with respect to c of
all forces applied to ik except for those due to interbody forces transmitted
at hinge connections, so that Tk is the corresponding 3-by-1 matrix in vec-
tor basis {bk}.
Def. 17. Let Ik be the scalar magnitude of the torque component applied to 4 k in
the direction of gk by the body connected at /ik.
Note that Def. 3 allows a certain freedom in labeling the system bodies after the
reference body do has been chosen, the requirement always being that label values
increase as one progresses outward from Ko along any chain of bodies. Figure 2
shows, for example, two equally acceptable ways of labeling a seven-body system.
Def. 18. Let the tilde symbol (-) signify in application to a 3-by-1 matrix V with
elements V. (0 = 1, 2, 3) transformation to a skew-symmetric 3-by-3
matrix V. Thus, the matrix V has the expanded form
0 -V, V,
VTV O - V,
-V2 V, 0
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0= 1, 4, 6
40 5 21= 0, 2, 5




90 = 1, 2, 5
10 43 a1 = 0
S2 = 0, 3, 4
-'4 4 =2, 6
Fig. 2. Alternate labeling schemes for a system of seven bodies
2. Definitions of derived symbols
Def. 19. Define the scalar es such that for k E 9 and s E 9,
1 if /, lies between o and 4k
Esk
0 otherwise
The term path elements will be applied to the scalars eA, which art
n (n + 1) in number.
Def. 20. Let Cri be the direction cosine matrix defined by
{bl} A Cjr {b(b
for r, j e 3. In the nominal state, yk = 0 for k E 9, and all unit vectors of
corresponding subscript are aligned, so that C"' then is U, the 3-by-3 unit
matrix.
Def. 21. Define ( _ mk so that 02 is the total system mass.
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Def. 22. Define hki the total mass on the branch of the system attached to dA
and commencing with d.
Def. 23. For j E ({ - k), define Lk -the vector from ck to the hinge point attached
to dA and on the path leading from dk toward dj. (In Fig. 1, for example,
L56 = L5 7 = L 58 = 56 and L3 = 0 for je,3.) (Define Lk = 0.)
Def. 24. Define {bk D kk k Dk _ Lkjim/Cl for k E X.
Def. 25. Let bk be a point called the barycenter of 4k and fixed relative to dk such
that Dkk is the position vector of ck with respect to bk.
Def. 26. Define {bk}"Dk i= Dkj = Dkk + Lk for k, jE,3. Thus, Dki is the vector
from bk to the hinge point fixed in 4e and on the path leading to di.
Def. 27. Define the dyadic
C k I + mk (Dk " DkkU - DkkDkk) + Q'Jkji (Dki DkjU - IkiDki)
where U is the unit dyadic.
Def. 28. For j E (3 - k), define the dyadic
-kj = -Q1 (Dk " DU - DikDk)
3. Augmented bodies and barycenters. The barycenter bk of body d4 is defined
in Def. 25 in mathematical terms which admit an interesting interpretation as a
physical property of an abstraction called the augmented body. If one imagines
the body td to be augmented by the addition of a particle of mass Qh1 j at the con-
nection point of dk with di (for j E~ 3k), then the result is called the kth augmented
body, here referred to as d6. Since QM'M is the total mass of the branch of bodies
attached to 4d commencing with 4d, the mass of each augmented body is CM, the
total system mass.
Definition 24 provides
-,MD = Q mhL
which reveals the fact that - Dkk is the position vector of the mass center of 6d with
respect to the mass center ck of bk. Thus, the barycenter bk is the mass center of the
kth augmented body d6. With this interpretation comes the relationship
2 mD k =m D' + I mDki = 0
7Eo ije3-k
Since Dkk is the position vector from the barycenter bk to the mass center ck of 'k,
and (from Def. 26) Dkj is the position vector from bk to a particle of mass k i
located at the connection point of X leading to body d, for E 3k, one can interpret
*k from Def. 27 as the inertia dyadic of the augmented body fi with respect to the
barycenter bk. Such physical interpretation is not possible for the dyadic ~' defined
in Def. 28, since this dyadic involves vector Dik fixed in d and vector Dki fixed in dk.
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+m5+m + 0 6= D 0 D
05 = Lo5=L06= Lo 7 01= D2 1
0 L8, Lo9 LO,10 = DO, 0DO4
Fig. 3. Augmented g' from Fig. 1
In illustration of the concepts just described, Fig. 3 shows the augmented body
X. associated with body Ao in the system of Fig. 1.
B. The Dynamical Equations
Using the symbols defined in the preceding section, the minimum-dimension set
of equations for the rotational motion of the hinge-connected system (i.e., with n
line hinges) can be written in vector-dyadic form as
2 [Tk + 2 Dki X F - Vkk . k - .k X kk . k  + 7 Dkxi k] = 0
ke3 je3 ije -k (la)
, + g' k [Tk + 2 Dki X Fi- -. ok -W X Ok. k
kEg jL3
+fn DkJXik] 0 TEP (Ib)
ij-k
This result is, of course, the same as that derived by Hooker (Ref. 8) and proved in
Ref. 9. Equation (lb) provides n scalar equations, and the vector equation (la) com-
pletes the minimum-dimension set of n + 3 scalar equations. By substituting the
following kinematic expansions,
Dj = i X Dik + i X (ci X Dik) (2)
and
; = "o E (g 8-' + W8 × g8 ) (3)
the vector-dyadic equations can be written in the form:
aoo.co + 2 aO8-, = A (4a)
se9 keM3
and (for r E 9)
aro. o + 1 a: = g. E kAk + 7, (4b)
seg keg
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where
Def. 29. ao [- ( - (M 2 (DD'. DkJU - DJkDk )]= Okij
keg JEa-k ke3 i E
Def. 30. ao0  2 [e,k 0k" - (}l 2 (Dik .D- U - DikDkj)] .g
kgI iE3-kkeO fe0-k






Def. 32. a,, g' Erk [kk _ 1 (Dik .DiU - DjkDki)] .,jgs
keg jfE-k
= gr. 2 2 e'_, kj .g
keg ie
Def. 33. Ak= T k+ Dk) X Fi - (. k X kk . k
+ i (Dki X [{.i X (ai X Dk)])
i3-k
2 '* 2i Egjy8((a X g')
ije seg
A matrix equivalent to Eqs. (4a) and (4b) may be obtained by defining the
following symbols:
Def. 34. Define the 3-by-3 matrix in vector basis (bO)} as a,, = (b0 .a 00 (bO T.
A
Def. 35. For se~, define the 3-by-1 matrices in basis {bo} as aos = (b) } ao, and
A
let ao = ao8.
Def. 36. For k E ,3, define the 3-by-1 matrices in basis (bO) as EA = (bo) A k.
In terms of these symbols, the system matrix equation can be written as
aoo ao ao2 . . aon o 2 Ekke3
alo a, a2,, al, g1T C o e Er Ek + r1
keg
a20  a21 a222 a. . 2n g2T C20 I E2k Ek + 7 2
= kg (5)
ano an, a, . . . an, s gnT Cno E, Ek + 7n
The coefficient matrix on the left side of (5) is a real, nonsingular, symmetric
matrix which varies with time as the kinematical variables yi, 7 n , y, change in
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value. In general, then, the solution to this set of differential equations requires
(e.g., when using numerical integration) repeated solutions of the matrix equation,
(i.e., at every integration step).
If one wishes to replace any variable yi (i e 9) by a known function of time, then
one can remove j from the angular acceleration matrix on the left side of Eq. (5),
removing also the corresponding row and column of its coefficient matrix, and then
rewrite on the right side those terms just deleted by the removal of the column on
the left. This will be performed automatically by the subroutines if the user desires.
Equation (5) constitutes a complete set of rotational dynamics equations, but
they are not fully descriptive of the system motion until they are augmented by
control equations specifying T,, - - - , , and certain external forces and torques,
and augmented also by kinematical equations as provided in the next section.
C. Kinematical Equations
The kinematical variables adopted in the preceding sections are as follows: yk for
kE 9 (Def. 12); Crj for r, j E 3 (Def. 20); and o = {bo0} . o (Def. 6). Although the
equations of motion have been expressed in terms of these quantities, the latter are
not all independent. Relationships among kinematical variables developed in this
section must therefore either be considered in conjunction with the dynamical
equations or be substituted into them to remove redundant variables whenever a
solution is sought.
The direction cosine matrix Cri (Def. 20) relates sets of orthogonal unit vectors
fixed in i, and dj, and hence depends upon those angles y for which A, lies
between d, and di, and also upon the corresponding unit vectors g" defining the
intervening hinge axes. For the special case in which 4, and i are contiguous and
i < r, it is always possible (see Ref. 9) to express Cri (and Cir) in terms of the single
angle y, and the single matrix gr, as follows:
Cri = U cos yr - gr sin Yr + rgr (1 - cos 7,) (6)
and
Cir = U cos y, + E sin y, + jrgr (1 - cos y,) = (CrJ)T (7)
Definitions 34, 35, and 36 make clear that all n + 3 scalar equations in (5) are
described in the vector basis {bo} of the reference body. This is for the purpose of
minimizing the number of coordinate transformation computations that must be
performed by the subroutines. Thus, it becomes unnecessary to calculate Cri for
all r E 3, j E 3. It is only required that Cri be determined where A, and 4i are con-
tiguous and, since Co0 = CoiCir, to then derive matrices COr for r E 9. An algorithm
for accomplishing this task is described in Appendix A.
D. System Specification
Once the appropriate equations from the three preceding sections are embodied
in a computer program, the user need not deal directly with all of the symbols and
concepts introduced in the formulation of these equations. He can provide the
computer with the very limited body of input required to specify his system, and
then concentrate on interpreting the numerical integration output.
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It is assumed that the engineer in his wisdom and experience has devised for
his physical system a mathematical model consisting of a system of n + 1 bodies
interconnected by n hinges (such as that illustrated in Fig. 1). He has labeled the
bodies as indicated by Def. 3 (Section IIA), and fixed in his mind a nominal con-
figuration (for which y = 0 for ke E and bi = b for j, k e 3 and a = 1, 2, 3). One
final aid, however, will be needed to communicate the system's interconnection
pattern to the computer subroutine.
Def. 37. For k e 9, let hk denote the index of the body attached to dk and on the
path leading to 4o. The scalars h, will be termed "connection elements."
(In Fig. 1, h = 0, h = 1, h = 2, h = 3, h = 0, h = 5, h = 6, h = 7,
hi = 8, and ho = 6.)
With the definition of hk, it is now possible to specify a complete set of input
information for the subroutine:
Subroutine input (required)
(1) The integer n (see Def. 1).
(2) The n connection elements hk (k E 9) (see Def. 37).
(3) For k E 0 and j E 3k, the 3-by-1 matrices pki (see Def. 10).
(4) The n 3-by-1 matrices gk for k E 9 (see Def. 11).
(5) The n + 1 masses mk for k E ,3 (see Def. 13).
(6) The n + 1 3-by-3 inertia matrices Ik for k E 7 (see Def. 14).
(7) For k E 3, the 2 (n + 1) 3-by-1 matrices FP and Tk (see Defs. 15 and 16).
(8) For k E 9, the n scalar values Tk (see Def. 17).
(9) Values for the 2n scalars yk and i,, for k E 9 (see Def. 12) and the three ele-
ments of the angular velocity matrix o (see Def. 6).
Subroutine input (optional)
Any kinematically prescribed variables, such as yj (t) for some j E 9. As noted in
Section IIB, it is possible to modify Eq. (5) so as to accommodate the substitution
of an explicit function of time for a variable, such as yi (t), which in Eq. (5) is treated
as an unknown. If this option is elected, the computer program input must include
the specification of variables to be prescribed and appropriate values for 'ij, i,
and 'j.
No additional input is required. The subroutine is programmed to construct
numerically all intermediate concepts (such as the path elements ok for k E 0, s E 9,
the barycentric position matrices Dkk and Dki for k, j 4 3, the augmented body
inertia matrices Dkk, etc. It can then evaluate numerically the functions displayed
in Eq. (5) and provide the solution for ,o and ,, - - - , ,,. The subroutine and
explicit details of its use are described in the following section.
E. Subroutine MBDY Usage
The computer subroutine, called MBDY, which provides the solution to Eq. (5),
i.e., the solution to the unrestricted rotations of an arbitrary, hinge-connected,
rigid-body tree system, may be exercised by means of either of two call statements.
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The first of these initializes the program, supplying it with data which will remain




NH = the integer n = number of system hinges.
H(k) = array containing the connection elements hk, k E 9
(H(1) = h,, H(2)=h, - - - , H(n) = hn)
MB(j) = array of reference body (o) inertial constants; j = 1, 7 , 
(Specifically: MB(1) = I0, MB(2)= I,, MB(3) = I0,
MB(4) = -I°, MB(5) = -I0, MB(6) = -I,, and MB(7) = mo.)
MA(i,j) = array of appendage body (2, " • • , i,) inertial constants; iE P,
S= 1,'", 7(Thus, MA(i,1) = II,,MA(i,2) = I.,, --- ,MA(i,7) = m.)
PB(i,j) = array containing elements of pOi; i E, 0, j = 1, 2, 3
PA(i,j,k) = array containing elements of pii; i e 9, j E3j, k = 1, 2, 3
(Exception!! If i < i, set PA(i,i,k) = pij. Example: PA(3,3,1) = p 2 .
All PA(i,j,k), where i < i, will be ignored.)
G(i,j) = array containing elements of g ; i E9, j = 1, 2, 3
PI(i) = array of prescribed variable indicators; i E @ (If yi is a prescribed
variable, PI (i) = 1. Otherwise, PI (i) = 0.)
The statement CALL MBDY(NH,H,...) need only be executed once prior
to a simulation run, but subsequently the subroutine must be entered (at every
integration step) to compute the angular accelerations gO,, ,. . , y,, i.e., the sys-
tem's dynamic response to its forcing functions. This is accomplished by executing




NH = the integer n = number of system hinges
TH(i) = array containing the hinge torques, Ti; iE @
TB(j) = array containing the elements of To; j = 1, 2, 3
TA(i,j) = array containing the elements of Ti; i E 9, j = 1, 2, 3
FB(j) = array containing the elements of Fo; j = 1, 2, 3
FA(i,j) = array containing the elements of F'; i E 9, i = 1, 2, 3
GM(i) = array of the angles, yi; iE
GMD(i) = array of the angular velocities, i; i E 9
GMDD(i) = array of the prescribed angular accelerations, ;i; i E 9
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WO(j) = array containing the components of o; j = 1, 2, 3
WDOT(j) = solution vector containing the elements of ;o and ,, " " " ,:,;
i = 1, • , n + 3 (WDOT(1) = ,(O, WDOT(2) = ZO, WDOT(3) =
3 , WDOT(4) = ;, WDOT(5) = j , • • , WDOT(n + 3) = ,)
The solution vector array, WDOT, is returned to the main calling program by
the subroutine and contains the current computed value for the reference body's
angular acceleration relative to the inertial frame ;O and the relative angular accel-
erations , of the remaining appendage bodies.
To summarize, the call to MRATE supplies the subroutine with current instan-
taneous values for hinge torques and externally applied torques and forces on the
system. Explicit expressions for computing the T', F', and Ti, often as functions of
the y and i and other system or control variables, are located in the main simula-
tion program (see sample problem which follows). Current values of o, yi, and i
are continuously produced by the main program's numerical integration operators
(operating on the solution vector components, WDOT(j)) and are therefore always
available for input to the subroutine. The k; inputs to the subroutine are used only
when the motion of certain system bodies is prescribed.
When the MBDY subroutine is used, the main calling program must contain
Fortran V (or IV) statements which specify "type" and allocate storage for the
variables and arrays being used and assign values to these variables and arrays.
Some examples of this will be shown in the next section. However, the mandatory
specification statements are listed here.
Required Specification Statements
INTEGER NH, H(n), PI(n)
REAL MB(7), MA(n,7), PB(n,3), PA(n,n,3), G(n,3), TH(n),
TB(3), TA(n,3), FB(3), FA(n,3), GM(n), GMD(n),
GMDD(n), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3)
Also, in order that storage allocation for arrays internal to the subroutine MBDY
be minimized (i.e., made consistent with n hinges and no more), the following
Fortran V (or IV) statement must appear in the subroutine:
PARAMETER Q = n
The proper placement of this statement in MBDY is shown in the subroutine listing
(Appendix A).
F. A Five-Body System Simulation
To illustrate the application of the MBDY subroutine for the unrestricted motion
case, the space vehicle configuration shown in Fig. 4 will be simulated. The vehicle
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is idealized to consist of a rigid central body, which will be designated as the refer-
ence body do, including the bus, solar panels, gas jets, sensors, communications
equipment, etc.
Hinged to the reference body is a rotating hub, labeled X,, which in turn is
hinged to platform d2, carrying a television camera. The platform hinge axes
located by g' and g2 are orthogonal, g' = b° (+Z-direction), and the rotation
angles y, and y2 are arbitrarily defined to be zero when the TV boresight unit vector
u is in the Y-direction. Also, u is defined perpendicular to g2. Thus, we may write
u = -sin y, cos y,bl + cos y, cos y,2b - sin y2bl
g1 = bi
g' = -b2
A large instrumented boom, d4, is also hinged to the reference body by the
mutually orthogonal and coplanar axes defined by g3 and g4 . (In this case, the inter-
mediate rigid body, 42, will be assigned zero mass.) Therefore,
g = b3
g = b4
The following list of system parameters will be used to define the system and
initialize the MBDY subroutine:
(1) n = 4
(2) h= 0, h2= 1, h,0, h= 3
(3) p' = [0 0 -1.5]T, po2 = [0 -1.20 0]T meters
p10 = [0 0 -0.75]T, p'2 = [0 -0.10 -0.75]T meters
p2' = [0 -0.22 0.20]T meters
p10 = [0 0 0]T, p34 = [0 0 0]T meters
p' 3 =.[0 3.3 O] meters
(4) g' = [0 0 1]T meters
g = [-1 0 O]T meters
g3 = [1 0 0]T meters
g' = [0 0 1]T meters
(5) m 0 = 410 kg
mi = 6.8 kg
m, = 57.5 kg
m= 0
m, = 10.7 kg
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115 -14 14 0.35 0 0
(6) 10 =316 -34.6 0.35 = 0 kg-m2
sym. 440 Lsym. 0
4.85 0.41 -0.07 F0 0 0
S= 2.20 0.54 0 0 kg-m
sym. 5.50 . sym. 0
27,2 0 0
I4 = 0.2 0 kg-m'
Ssym. 27.2
This completes the list of constants that are needed to characterize the system.
It remains then to develop expressions for the dynamic forcing functions T, F",
and 7 k.
Control of the vehicle shown in Fig. 4 is to be maintained by firing pairs of gas
jets located on the reference body to produce, ideally, a pure torque couple on that
body. It will be assumed in the simulations to follow that this is the case and that
no net force is applied to any of the system bodies; i.e., F = 0 for kE 3. The con-
trol torque T O can be expressed by
TO = [Lif, L.,f L3f3]T
where the control functions f1, f2, and f, each may take on the values -- 1 or 0,
depending on the single-axis control law defined in Fig. 5. (All other T for k E 9
are assumed to be zero.) The control law is based on position feedback signals
derived from celestial sensors (i.e., sun sensors, star trackers) as well as rate feed-




X -------------- m~ ~ d





Fig. 4. A space vehicle idealized as a system of five hinge-connected rigid bodies
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greater than some arbitrary value (--+DB in Fig. 5), a switching amplifier fires the
gas jets to apply corrective torques. A list of values assigned to the reference body
attitude control parameters follows:
ODB = 0.005 rad L, = 0.23 n-m
rR = 2.0 s L = 0.21 n-m
La = 0.31 n-m
TM = 0.020 s
Finally, it is necessary to characterize the hinge torques rk (k e ). Since the
boom will not be articulated, the boom hinge torques can be described by
Ts = -K3Y3 - B3 j'/
4 = -K 474 - B44
where
K 3 = 2000 n-m/rad, B, = 10 n-m-s/rad
K4 = 2000 n-m/rad, B, = 10 n-m-s/rad
However, since the TV platform will be articulated relative to its nominal point-
ing direction, it is convenient to introduce the variables y1c and y , to represent the
commanded position of the platform. The hinge torques can then be written as
71 = -K 1 (7 - 71c) - B
Te = -K, (7,2 - 720) - B 2y2
where
K, = 3500 n-m/rad, B, = 20 n-m-s/rad
K, = 3500 n-m/rad, B, = 20 n-m-s/rad
1. Case 1-large platform maneuver. The first simulation of the five-body sys-










Fig. 5. Single-axis attitude control loop
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maneuver. Initially, the platform is positioned at y, = 218 deg and y2 = -30 deg.
All other system variables, i.e., angular positions and rates, are assumed initially at
zero. At t = 0, the command is issued to rotate the platform (about both axes simul-
taneously) at the constant rate of 1 deg/s to the position yl = 168 deg, y, = 20 deg.
The program used to simulate this maneuver is shown in Fig. 6.
Note that the required MBDY specification statement REAL MB(7),... has
been replaced by its equivalent in the CSSL III language, i.e., ARRAY MB(7), ..
Also, note that the HCK routine mentioned in Section I is used to establish the
position of the reference body in the inertially fixed frame, and it thereby provides
a means for calculating 0,, 82, and 93, the attitude angles measured by celestial sen-
sors fixed to the reference body.
Three other CSSL III built-in functions are also used in the simulation. The func-
tion "SWAMP" simulates the switching amplifier shown in Fig. 5. "STEP" provides
the unit step function when the independent variable, TIME, is greater than the
specified constant. And finally, "INTEG(ax,a2 )" signifies the integration operation,
where a, is the integrand and a2 is the initial condition.
All arithmetic statements are in Fortran, although CSSL III allows several state-
ments on a single line if separated by a "$." Variables to be plotted at every com-
munication interval CI are listed in the PREPAR statement. Printed variables are
listed in the OUTPUT statement.
The statement "CALL MBDY(NH,...)" is located in the INITIAL section and
is therefore executed only once, i.e., prior to the dynamic calculations. However,
"CALL MRATE(NH,...)" is in the DERIVATIVE section and is thus executed
at every integration step, as required.
Results of the simulation described in Fig. 6 are shown in the computer plots of
Fig. 7. All variables plotted are in terms of radians, radians per second, and seconds.
Notice that all three components (W1, W2, W3) of the reference body angular
velocity wo, show evidence of platform hinge vibrations immediately following
platform acceleration or deceleration (i.e., at t = 0 and t = 50 s). Only W1 and W3
show any significant evidence of the lower-frequency boom vibrations, since the
boom is nominally aligned with the reference body's "2" axis. Attitude angles 01, 02,
and 03 (THETI, THET2, THET3) have obviously been effectively confined to the
±0.005-rad deadband by the control system. Piatform and boom angular rate and
position responses clearly show the transients at t = 0 and t = 50 s. Some platform
vibration is discernible in the boom responses.
Figure 8 repeats the transient solutions for W1, W2, and W3 over just the first
10 s in order to display the response in better detail. The W2 response indicates
that control jets began pulsing at about t = 4.6 s in that axis, while pulsing in the
other axes was not required until much later.
2. Case 1 with prescribed motion. In order to demonstrate the utility of the
MBDY subroutine's option for prescribed motion, Case I was rerun with the plat-
form rotations yi and -2 prescribed. As indicated in Section IIE, the motion of any
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PROGRAM 5-HOOY SYSTEM SIMULATION USING, MHDY -- CAS)E I
INTEGER NH,FII41sH$)
ARRAY MB)j,MA)R,1) ,pacq*j) ,PA(q ,q,3) G('1,3) ,TbI3) ,rAI)
ARRAY FB()) FA(4,3),THi(') ,GM()JGMUqi ,.GMUD('4) ,A(3)
DOUdLE PRECISIUN ADOOT I;
DATA H/OsIO,3/PI/OU#0,O/
DATA /I.31.,4OI'.I9,R6'I/
DATA MA) 1.1)/.35/rIAI I,2l/.35MA( I ,7)/6.8'
D)AT A M A (2 *I ) 48 / A19 2 j M 93 S S 1A(2t4 4 M
DATA MA(2,6)/-.Sq/MA)2o7)/57.5/
DATA MA(4, 1)/2-/.2/MA ,*2)/.2/MAIR,3)/27.2/t4AI 4. )/IfC.7/
DATA Pt3(I,3)/-I.S/Pk3(3s2)/-I.2/








CONSTANT PHIZ=O. ,THETZ=De PSIZ=Q.
CONSTANT lI,'2c.3U.
CONSTANT c1I 3 OC.KZ35D~pI3E2oCO.,KN=2O0.
CONSTANT 3I120$*B2u2 0 9 ,B3=I0.pB5qI0 .
CONSTANT Icl=2 1 8., IC23-30.
I N IT I A L
NHN9
RD=57 -2957795 $ UNI ./RD 5 GM ICI-I C I/RD S GM2C I- IC2 RD
GMII=ICI/RD S GM2I~iC2,ND
CALL Mf3Y(NMH,MB,MA,PBIPA,G,PI I
PZIPAI,PUI,PC IEHCKIINITL ,PHIZ THE IL,PS U)
END
DYNAM IC






OUTPUT 50,AIOA2D,63D,4I ,AZA3,THET) ,THET2,THET3,,..
.INIINZ,1N3,GMIGML,6M3,GM~hPLI,PLZ
PREPAR Vit , 2.A63,THETI ,PIET2ITHET3oGMID,GM2Do.
GM) ,GM2,GM3DvGM9iD,6M3,G M4
NOSORT
60 1),A1 40 ~O)=A2 S *Q( 3)3W3
PLI=RO.GMI 5 PLZNRD*GM2
GM(I)uGMI S GM(2)=Gt2 s GM(3)=GM3 S GMN'4)OGM4







THET LUATANZiNYU,NZG) s THETZEATANZ)-NXO,NZO)
THET3-ATAN2(-LyOoLXO)
Fig. 6. Five-body system simulation using MBDY (Case 1)
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COMMENT
COMMENT RATL FEEDBACK SIGNAL AND S ITCHING AMP, DYNAMLC!
COMMENT





COMMENT PLATFORM POSITION COMMANDS
COMMENT
GMICO=SLRAT (-I1.+STEP(IQ0,O TIME) ) GMIC=INTEG(GMICnG6 LCI)
GM2CD=SLRAT*(Ie-STEP(S ,TIME)) 5 GM2C=INTEG GM2C.GM2CI)
COMMENT
COMMENT REFERENCE BODY EXTERNAL TORQUE
COMMENT HINGE TORQUES
COMMENT






COMMENT SYSTEM ANGULAR ACCELEHATIONS
COMMENT
CALL MHATE(NH1HPTBPTA,FB,FApGMGMDGMDDWOWDOT )
WID='DOT(I) S A2D=ADOT(2) S W3D=WDUT(3)
COMMENT





GMIDa=NTEG(O0(4),0.) s GMZU INTEGWDOT(5).0.l
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TIME
Fig. 7. Results of Case 1 simulation using MBDY
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TIME
Fig. 7 (contd)
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Fig. 7 (contd)
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Fig. 7 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 7 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 7 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 7 (contd)
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Fig. 7 (contd)
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Fig. 7 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 7 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 8. Results of Case 1 simulation using MBDY (components of wo; first 10 s)
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TIME
Fig. 8 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 8 (contd)
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body Ai, (i E 9) may be prescribed relative to an adjoining body bi, where j = hi
(Def. 37), by setting PI(i) = 1 and supplying the appropriate values or function
for i(GMDD(i)). This was done for the platform bodies 1 and i2, resulting in
the simulation program of Fig. 9. Notice that the platform command angles have
been replaced by time functions for GMDD(1) and GMDD(2) (using the CSSL III
"RAMP" function). The GMDD(1) function is plotted in Fig. 10.
The expressions for the hinge torques l, and 2, (TH(1), TH(2)) have also been
removed from the original program (although it was not necessary) to emphasize
the fact that they are not used when y, and y are prescribed.
Figure 11 shows the simulation results. It is clear that the overall system response
is virtually the same as that obtained from the first simulation (Fig. 7), except for
the absence of the characteristic platform hinge vibrations. Since the simulation
with prescribed platform motion took only 4 min of computation time, compared
with 7% min for the first run, the usefulness of the prescribed motion option is well
demonstrated. In this case, not only was the order of the system equation reduced,
but the absence of the high-frequency platform vibrations helped to speed up the
numerical integration process.
Of course, some caution must also be exercised when employing prescribed vari-
ables to make sure that the dynamics being eliminated are not important. In the
sample problem considered here, the platform hinge vibrations could well have
triggered gas jet firings before damping out if R, had been larger and/or the initial
conditions had been different. The absence of these vibrations might then have
resulted in an entirely different time history of the reference body attitude angles.
One additional simulation of the Case 1 platform maneuver was performed
without the application of control torques. In the absence of external torques, the
system angular velocities should return to their initial values (i.e., zero) after the
platform maneuver is completed (Conservation of Angular Momentum). Of par-
ticular interest are the reference body angular rates, which are given in Fig. 12.
Although vibrations are still in evidence at t = 60 s, it is clear that the final average
rates are zero, as they should be. (The small high-frequency disturbances which
seem to occur randomly, particularly in the W2 and W3 responses, are due to
numerical integration errors.)
3. Case 2-small platform maneuver. The subroutine MBDY, since it solves the
complete and exact set of equations of motion, must certainly be used when rela-
tively large angles and angular rates are expected at each hinge. However, if the
hinge rotations or both the rotations and rotational rates are "small" at any hinge,
some linearization of the equations of motion may be effected, often to good advan-
tage in simplifying and speeding the computational task.
In subsequent sections of this report, modified versions of MBDY, employing
some form of linearization, will be described. One version, MBDYTL, employs
total linearization; i.e., all angular position and velocity responses in the system
are assumed "small" in some sense. A sample simulation, using the five-body con-
figuration of Fig. 4, will be performed later using MBDYTL, and it is therefore of
interest to have for comparison purposes an "exact" solution to the same problem
using MBDY.
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PROGRAM 5-BODY SYS EM SIMULATION USING MBDY --- CASE 1
INTEGER NHIPI14 HI14J
ARRAY MB(7) PAIi,7),PBIR4 3) ,PAI(4 4 3)G(4, 3)1 ,TBI3 , TAi(' 31
ARRAY FB(3)oFAf4o3),THIfl.GM 4)IISMDI4,OMDDI4)W O3])
DOUBLE PRECISI(N WDOT(17
DATA H/DOel0,3/PI#1.0,0/
DATA MBI115. 3S16 ., 4C.14.,-14 .s34.6*410./
DATA MAI(1oJ/.35/MA(1 ,21/.351MA .1)/6.8/
DATA MA(2111 4.85/A 21221/2.2/MAI2931/5.5/MAI2.4)/-.4I/MAI2t5)1.071
DATA MA2.6G/-.54/MA 2.7)/57.5/
DATA MAI4v,1I27.21 A ,2/27.2 I 2/MA L431/27.2/MAt,7,l10.71
DATA P9(1 31/-1. 5/PB( 3,2 /-1.2/
DATA PA I 3)1/-.75/ FA(1 2o21)/-.10/PA 11v2#3)/-.751




CONSTANT TFINAL =60. CLKIIM=4 2 0.
CONSTANT L1=.23,L2=,21 L3:.31
CONSTANT SLRAT=.01745329







R-57.2957795 $ OR=Il.RO $ GMICI=ICI/RO $ GM2CI:IC2,RD
GMII=IC1/RD FKM2I=IC2/RD
CALL MBDYINH,HMBMAPBP A GPI)
PZIvPAI P BIPCI'HCK IINITLPHIZ ,IHEIZPSIZ)
END
DYNAMIC




XERROR W1=1.E-6,W2=1.E-6 W3=1 ,E-6,GM3 .E-4
STPCLK CLKIIM
OUTPUT 50vW1 oW20 W3D0W1I W2s W3,THET1IIHET2,THET3,...
IN1,IN2IlN3GMI,GM2,GM3GMM,PLIPL2
PREPAR W W2*W3,THET1,THET2oTHET3,GM1O,GM20D...
GMI GM2,GM3D,GM4 DGM3, GM
NOSORT
WO(1)=W1 $ WCI2):W2 S W0(3)=W3
PLI RD* GMI $ PL2=RD* GM2
GMI)=:GMI $ 6M(2)=GM2 $ GM i(3)GM3 S GMIlIIOGM
GMDI2I:GM1D S GMOD23=GM20 $ GMDI 3)GM30 $ GMDI4 =GMMD
COMMENT
COMMENT CELEST IAL-S ENSOR-MEAS URED ANGLES
COMMENT
DI D2=HCKIMA IR IX PZC,PAC PBO PCO
NXONYONZO=HCKIITOB9O.,O.l.,D1D2)
LXOLYOLZO=HCI(I TOB,1. 0..0.D, D21
THETI=- TAN2NONZO) $ THET2:ATAN2I-NXONZO)
THEI3:ATAN2(-LYC.LXCI
Fig. 9. Case 1 simulation program using MBDY, with prescribed platform motion
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COMMENT
COMMENT PSEUDC-RATE FEEDBACK SIGNAL AND SWITCHING AMP. DYNAMICS
COMMENT





COMMENT PRESCRIBED PLATFORM ACCELERATIONS
COMMENT




COMMENT REFERENCE B6DY EXTERNAL TORQUE
COMMENT HINGE OCRQ0ES
COMMENT




COMMENT SYSTEM AINGLLAR ACCELERATIONS
COMMENT
CALL MRATE(NH, IHTBTAFBFAoGMGGMDtGMODWOWDOTI
WID:WDOI(1) S W2D=WD0712) $ W30:WDDI13)
COMMENT





GMlD=INTEGlWDOTI4)D. ) S GM2D=INTEGI4WOTIS#0O.I
GM3D:INTEG(WDO 1IE9Ol.3 S GM4D=INTEGlWDOTII7O .!l
GMIINTEG(GM1DGM1II $ GM2=INTEGIGM2D9GM2 M21)
GM3=INTEGIGM3D00.1 S GMn=INTEG IGM4DO.
COMMENT
COMMENT HCK PARAPEIER RATES AND POSITIONS
COMMENT
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0.34907
AREA = 0.01745329 rad/s
= 1 deg/s
S 0 0.10 50.0 50.1
TIME, s
-0.34907
Fig. 10. j prescribed function of time (j; = -- 1)
In Case 1, we have already seen that the reference body and boom responses
are relatively small even though the platform angular excursions are substantial.
If the platform maneuvers were also restricted to small values, this would seem
the ideal case for which to apply MBDYTL and to obtain a check solution using
MBDY. Results of the latter will be presented here.
In this case, it will be assumed that the platform again starts from the position
y = 218 deg and y2 = -30 deg and that at t = 0 the command is issued to rotate
to y~ = 220 deg at a commanded rate of 1 deg/s. Then, at t = 5 s, the command is
issued to rotate about the other axis to the position Y2 = -25 deg, at the same rate.
A CSSL III program to simulate this maneuver sequence is listed in Fig. 13.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 14. Obviously no gas jets were fired.
These solutions will be compared in following sections to those obtained from
linearized versions of MBDY.
III. Totally Linearized Systems
A. The Equations
When any justification can be found for the linearization of any of the kine-
matical variables appearing in Eq. (5), this step should be taken, since the mathe-
matical and computational benefits of linearization are quite substantial. The
primary immediate benefit is the elimination of variable terms from the coeffi-
cient matrix on the left side of Eq. (5). If oo and all angles y,, - - - , Y, and their time
derivatives can be assumed to remain arbitrarily small, then the indicated coeffi-
cient matrix is formally constant, and much computer simulation time can be gained
by computing its inverse only once, in advance of numerical integration. When the
angles are expected to be small in an engineering sense, less rigorous arguments
can be marshalled to gain the same computational advantage. However, more than
sufficient reason for employing linearization can very often be found by experi-
mental demonstration.
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TIME
Fig. 11. Results of Case 1 simulation with prescribed platform motion
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Fig. 11 (contd)
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Fig. 11 (contd)
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Fig. 11 (contd)
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Fig. 12. Results of Case 1 simulation without control torques
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Fig. 12 (contd)
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PROGRAM 5-13DDY SYS IEI' SIMULATION USING MBDY --- CASE 2
INTEGER N14.PIL1.1v44.1





DATA MAtII.I. 35/MAil 24/. 35/MAA4#1.7/E.8/
DATA MA(2,ll/'..85/MAEZ.21#2.21PA12,3)/5.5IMA 12.')-.4/MA I2.5)/.07/
DATA MAI296)/-.541MA 2. 71157.5/

















RD=57.2957795 S DR=I.IRO $ GMlIXICIIRD S GN2CI=1C21RD
GMII=ICIJRD S EIP2I=IC2/AD
CALL MEOTI NMHHMB.MA .PB.PA96#PI
PZ 1.PAIeP El PCIl:HCIIINIIL.PHIZ.T HE! ZePSIZI
END
DYNAMIC




XERROR WI=1.E-6 #W2=1 E-6v W31 *E-69GM=IZ.E-A
SIFCLK CLKTIP
OUTPUT 50.M1O.MW20wW3DvW1 @W2# 63@THETI @THET2# THET3.o.
INI 9 INZ. 1N3 OM 1% GZ PGM 39 GM'I.PL1. PFL
PREPAR WI.W2.W3sTHETI.THETeTYHET3.GMID.GM2C..
G111 vGP2 GM3OoGM4OvOM3 .GM'
NOS OR I
WOE14:h'1 S WC(21:kJ2 S WC13):W3
PLI=RD*GMI S PL2:RD.GM2
GM 11 IGMI $ EV12) :GM2 S GMI13J:GM3 S GM14 I :GM4
GMD(11:GMIO S GMOI 21=GM 20 1 GMDI 31=0430 S GMO4'.I:GM11D
COMMENT
COMMENT CELEST IAL-S ENSOR-MEASUREO ANGLES
COMMENT
DI ,D2=HCK IMA JR 14 P ZC .PAC ePBC PPCO I
NXO eN TO NZO:HCK IITOB . . .1 .0. 23
LXOL TO L ZO:HCI(IIOB, I. a0... Dl.2)
THET1=ATAN2(NVO.NZO1 S THE! 2=ATAN24-NXOsNZO1
t 7HET3=ATAK2(-L10sLXC)
Fig. 13. Case 2 simulation program using MBDY
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COMMENT
COMMENT RATE FEEDBICI SIGNAL AND SWITCHING AMP. DYNAMICS
COMMENT
INI=:-tETI-IR*eI 5 IN2:-THE 2-R*W2 S IN3=-HET3-TRW3




COMMENT PLATFORM POSITION COMMANDS
COMMENT
GMICD=SLRAT I1.-STEPI2. TIME) S GMIC=INTEGIGMICDOGMICI)
GM2CD=SLRAI*ISIEFf5.,TIME)-SIEP IID.TIME)ISSM2C=INTEsISM2CDPGM2CI)
COMMENT
COMMENT REFERENCE ICDV EXTERNAL TORQUE
COMMENT HINGE TORQUES
COMMENT
TB 1)=L1AMPI $ T912)=L 2*AMP2 S T1B3l:L3*AMP3
THll)=-Kl*tIGP1-G'ICI-BIEMID




COMMENT SYSTEM ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS
COMMENT
CALL MRATE(NHl H Bo TA FB FA 'GM GMDO GMDOOWOD WDO01
W10:DDOTiI) S 620=:W001 21 S W3D=WD01131
COMMENT





GMID=INTEG400OTIIoO .) $ GM20=INTEGlWDOlTSIO.t
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TIME
Fig. 14. Results of Case 2 simulation
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Fig. 14 (contd)
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Fig. 14 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 14 (contd)
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Fig. 14 (contd)
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Fig. 14 (contd)
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0.0008 -- - -1
0.0006 -- -
00 I i _ - -l-l- -
0.0004 - l
0.0002 - - -
q 0.0000
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TIME
Fig. 14 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 14 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 14 (contd)
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In any case, Eqs. (5) can be rewritten in the form
aoo
~
0 + I aokk = Z Ek (8a)
keg keO
and
aio;o + 2 aik = g Cio EeSikEk + 7r (i E ) (8b)
keg keg
The next step is the linearization of Eq. (8) in the variables Wo, yk and their time
derivatives. To this end, we expand each symbol in Eq. (8) which may involve such
variables into three parts, the first being free of these variables (indicated by over-
bar), the second being linear in the variables (indicated by overcaret), and the third
containing terms above the first degree in the variables (indicated by three dots).
In particular, we write (for any i, k)
C o = io Co . . . (9a)
r = Ta 7+T+ . (9b)
aik = ik + aik + • (9c)
Ek = E + Ek+ .. (9d)
and then determine explicit expressions for the new barred and careted symbols
from the definitions of aik (Defs. 32, 34, 35), Ek (Def. 36), and the expansion for CiO
(Appendix A). In terms of the symbols introduced in Eq. (9), the linearized form of
Eq. (8) becomes
aoo, ° + Z aok ~ (Ek + Ek) (10a)
keg keZ
(i c ) aao + Z ik = g Z -E [Cio (Ek Ek) + Ci) + +;i + i
ke& keI
(10b)
In deriving explicit expressions for Cio and Cio, we may begin by recognizing
that for any C' j , where r and i are labels of adjacent bodies,
Cri = Ci' = U = 3 X 3 identity matrix
and
C r = -- yrgr, (r > i)
Cir = -rgr = (Crji)T
It is clear that CiO must then be given by
Ci = Cei (CiO)T siays
Also, C = U. In general,
(r, je ) C' = 2 (eSj - esr) gCr (Ila)
and
Ci = U (lb)
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From Def. 36, Ek and Ek are given by
E = Cok [T k + 2 D k j Ck j Fj ] = ,k + E )kjFj (12a)
Ek = C~1 [ pk +2 DkjCkjF j + 2 D'kCkiPi] + Cok [T1k + DkiCkJFiJ
= T + D1 bkCkjF + I D kF + C.o [T k+ 2 D U F] (12b)
Of course, the most important result of the complete linearization is the absence
of any time-varying elements in aoo, aok, ao, and aii. These constant coefficients now
allow the square matrix on the left side of (5) to be inverted once and for all, in
advance of numerical integration.
It would remain then to determine T ', Tj, F , Fk, ', and^i for the specific system
under study and, together with the relations in (11) and (12), to carry out the com-
putations implied by (10). However, in constructing a subroutine to perform these
computations, it was found to be much easier to directly manipulate the com-
bined form:
aiioo,0 + 2 ao~k = Ek (13a)
ke& keO
ai1;o + 2 a girCio E eikEk + (iE 9) (13b)
keg keg
where
Ek = Co [T + E DkjCkjFi]
CiO = Clo + C4 0
Cok = COk + COk
T = Tk' + Tk
F = Fi + Fj
7i = fi + 97
By dealing only with the variables Ek, C 1O, etc., rather than separating them into
the parts Ek, E, etc., and explicitly forming all the separate terms in (10) and (12),
the computation becomes much more straightforward and efficient even though
some second-order terms in the linearized variables are retained.
One further form of the system equations, which goes beyond strict linearization
in order to simplify and speed the computations, is the following:
01oo0 + E ao0 = 2 Ek (14a)
ke~ keI
0iolo + 2 aj; = g* 2 e EikE + ^j (14b)
keg keg
where
E' = COk [Tk + , D1jCkIFi] = T + E DkjFj
Equations (14) obviate the computation of any body-to-body coordinate trans-
formation matrices, C'i, at all.
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Subroutines which provide solutions to both Eqs. (13) and (14) will be described
in the next section.
B. Subroutines MBDYTL and MBDYL
The subroutines MBDYTL and MBDYL provide the solutions to Eqs. (13)
and (14) of the preceding section, respectively. As in the case of MBDY, they each
may be exercised by either of two call statements, the first of which initializes the





Except for the call statement name, the statements are exactly the same as that for
MBDY. All the arguments are defined exactly as given in Section IIE.
To compute the angular accelerations o, , • ' • , ;,, the subroutine MBDYTL
(or MBDYL) must be entered at every integration interval. This is accomplished
by executing the dynamic call statement.
Dynamic Call Statement
CALL MRATE(NH,TH,TB,TA,FB,FA,GM,GMD,GMDD,WO,WDOT)
Again, the dynamic call statement arguments are the same as those defined for
MBDY in Section IIE, with the following exceptions:
TH(i) = array of hinge torques, i; i E
TB(j) = array of elements of To; j = 1, 2, 3
TA(i,j) = array of elements of Ti; i E 9, J = 1, 2, 3
FB(j) = array of elements of FO; J = 1, 2, 3
FA(i,j) = array of elements of Fi; i E 9, j = 1, 2, 3
Even though the arguments GMD and WO are not used by either MBDYTL or
MBDYL, and GM is not used by MBDYL, these "dummy" arguments are retained
in the call statements for the sake of uniformity and to allow easy interchange of
subroutines if desired.
The Fortran "type" and storage allocation statements which must appear in the
main program that calls MBDYTL (or MBDYL) are identical to those required
for MBDY.
Required Specification Statements
INTEGER NH, H(n), PI(n)
REAL MB(7), MA(n,7), PB(n,3), PA(n,n,3), G(n,3), TH(n),
TB(3), TA(n,3), FB(3), FA(n,3), GM(n), GMD(n),
GMDD(n), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3)
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Also, the statement
PARAMETER Q = n
must appear within the subroutine MBDYTL (or MBDYL) to allocate the proper
amount of internal storage. Complete listings of the MBDYTL and MBDYL pro-
grams are given in Appendix B.
C. Application of MBDYTL and MBDYL to the Five-Body System
1. Small platform maneuver simulation. We may now proceed to apply the lin-
earized subroutines to the same vehicle dynamics/control configuration examined
in Section IIF. The vehicle is shown in Fig. 4 and the control system in Fig. 5.
Expressions previously given for TO, r, r,, 73, and 74 may now be re-interpreted
as describing T 0, ^1, '2, 73, and 7, respectively, since they contain no second-
order or higher terms in the variables oo, Yk and their derivatives. In fact, in order
to again simulate Case 2, i.e., the small platform maneuver from y, = 218 deg to
y, = 220 deg (at t = 0) and y, = -30 deg to y2 = -25 deg (at t = 5 s), it is neces-
sary to replace the statement "CALL MBDY(NH .... )" with the statement "CALL
MBDYTL(NH,...)" and to modify the arrays MA(2,i), PA(1,2,j), PA(2,2,j), and
G (2,j).
The reason for the required modifications to these arrays stems from Defs. 4
and 12, which require all local, body-fixed coordinate frames to coincide (i.e.,
b = bi for a = 1, 2, 3 and k, j4E3) when the system is in its nominal state, i.e., when
ye = 0 for all k E 9. When the routines MBDYTL and MBDYL are used, the vari-
ables Yk are, by definition, required to remain very close to the nominal state yk = 0.
Otherwise, the linearization process is meaningless. It is clear, then, that to simu-
late Case 2 with the linearized programs, the new linearized variables Yk (k = 1, 4)
must be redefined in terms of the old Yk such that, for example,
9~ = y - 219 deg
, = y + 27.5 deg
Y4 - 74
And now it is also clear that bodies d, and i, have different orientations in their
own body-fixed frames, implying different inertia matrices 1, I' and different com-
ponents for the vectors p10, p12, p23, g', g2 in their respective frames, {(b} and (b 2}.
In this particular vehicle configuration, the platform hub, 41, has symmetrical
mass properties about its axis of rotation, which in turn is aligned to one of the
body-fixed coordinate axes. Thus, P, and therefore MA(1, j), j = 1 - 7, remains
unchanged, as does p 0 (PA(1,1,j), j = 1 - 3) and g' (G(1,f), j = 1 - 3). However,
it is apparent that p'2 , p21, as well as g2, and 12 must change, since they were previ-
ously defined for y = 0, 2 = 0 and now must reflect the configuration defined by
^1 = 0, Y2 = 0 (y, = 219 deg, y7 = -27.5 deg).
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The components of a vector described in the old frame fixed in 42 can be related
to its components in the new frame by the sequence of rotations y, and 72, as
follows:
1 _cy1 -sycy2 -5 7 1S2 1o Io
2" = syI c71c-Y2 cyISy 2 = CoNO V
v" N 0 ic 023- s_2 c12 1 3 N 3 Ov°2
(sy, = sin y,, cy, = cos y, etc.)
Therefore, the components of g2 in a simulation linearized about y, = 219, Y =
-27.5 deg become:
-cy, 0.77715
(g = C"O 0 -= Syl 0.62932
g200 0
Similarly, the components of p21 become
p} 0.22sycy-r - 0.20 sysy -0.18092
p = C -0.22 = 0.20 cy,s, - 0.22cy,, cC = 0.22342
p, 0.20 0.22 sy~ + 0.20 cy, 0.07582
The vector p12 only changes due to the y, rotation, i.e.,
p0ill 0 [' 0.1s, -0.06293
pi = s, c, O -0.10 = - 0 .1 c., = 0.07772
p I 0 0 1J -0.75 -0.75 -0.75
Finally, the modified value of 12 is given by
[ 4.85 0.41 -0.07] r 3.52 1.25 -0.75]
12 CNo 0.41 2.20 0.54 (CNo)r = 1.25 3.79 0.73
L-0.07 0.54 5.50] L-0.75 0.73 5.241
Having determined these changes in the system configuration description, the
appropriate values of MA(2,i), i = 1 - 6, PA(1,2,j), PA(2,2,j), G(2,j) may be entered
to produce the simulation program of Fig. 15. Notice in Fig. 15 that it was also
necessary to change IC1 and IC2 to reflect proper initial values of the new vari-
ables 9, and 9, (i.e., 9, (0) = -1 deg, 92 (0) = -2.5 deg; these variables correspond
to y (0) = 218 deg, y, (0) = -30 deg). Using this program and the MBDYTL sub-
routine, Case 2 was simulated again, and the results are shown in Fig. 16. They
may be directly compared to the dynamic responses of Fig. 14. While there are
some very slight differences visible in the angular rate responses, the overall result
is virtually identical with that obtained using MBDY, and is obtained in one third
the time used by MBDY (MBDY used 140 s, MBDYTL 48 s on the Univac 1108).
Further, the substitution of MBDYL for MBDYTL gives exactly the same results
as those shown in Fig. 16, since no external forces or torques were applied to the
system, and calculates them in only 42 s.
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Obviously, the gain in computational speed when the linearized routines are used
is quite significant, even for this relatively simple example. In Ref. 7, a 17-degree-
of-freedom system is simulated using MBDYTL exclusively, since it gave a speed
advantage over MBDY of about 25:1 with more than adequate solution accuracy.
PROGRAM 5-301V SYSTIE S!MUL T ION USING :-180YTL --- CASE 2
INTEGER NHFI(I 1 HI I
AR AY M1 )171 M.A , 7) .rBlS , 3),P A1P 1 3) G( 31. T 1 3 1l A 4 1 3)
AP AY F8 3) F ( j,' .3) HI4) , PI4 IGMOI GMDDI4 iWOI 3
OOUIBL PRECISTON Wn, TI )
DATA H/IL, , 3P,3/PI/lOle0,
DATA MAI II) . 35 1 MA . v' 2)4 l,).A/ . ,b1 81C
DATA MA1 1 )I /.5?IMA I 2. 321 3. 19/MA2 315.24/MA 2 ) 1 -1.25 A2.251/.75
DATA MA(2.6)t-.7?iMA' (2'i)/57.55
DATA MAt' oll/127. 7/MAt 4, 2 .21'. AIq 31)/127.2/MAI4,71)1C.7/
DATA PBI1,3)/-.EiTPBP3,2)l-].2/
DATA PA F(11 .31-. il/PA ( 1 1 )I/- .CG2 33/ AI 2 2 / .1772/PA1 2,3 /-.75/
DATA PA( 22) /-.19C32/PA212 .21? .22342/PAt2 3) /.07582/
DATA PA(4 ~21/3. 3/
DATA Gil 3)/1./G(21 )/ . 71E5/L22 )/i . 232/Gl3i3 1 i G 4.31.
CONSTANT TM . C2 C 08: , . I R: 2 .C
CONSTANT TFTNALZ2C.,CLKTIM:11OC.
CDONSTANT L1].23,?_:.21 ,3:,31
CONSTANT SLRAT :.f01 732
CONSTANT PHIZ ~ I:C -  I HIE TIZ -. P S IZ:C.
CONSTANT IC1z-1.,IC2:-2.5
CONSTANT llT:C.W21:C.W! w I:C.
CONSTANT Kl :35CC . vK :3 5(. oK3: 20O * K 4:2000
CO STANT 31 : C. 52:20. ,3Z: 5:10.
INIT IAL
PO:57.2 0 F?73 $ DR:2./Rj 3 GMICIlIC1RD $ GM2C!ZIC2/RD
SMIi:IC1/RO I GM2I:IC2/RO
CALL M6OYTL(NH, H tMA tPB,PF G9 PI
PZIPAI,PBI: CICI INI I.L ,PHI ZTHETZ PSIZ)
END
DYNAMIC




XERROR w l= .E-EW2I1.E- ,W3:1.E-b, GM3=I.E-4
SICLK CLKTIM
OUTPUT 5O,WlD 1 W2DW3D ,w W2,W3I2rT ETITHET2 THET3 . ,
INI1IN2-, IN 3,GMIGM2.GM3,GM4sPL sPL2
PREPAR W1,W2,W3rHEII IHET2 THE13,GMD ,GM20D ...
GGM2GM304GM40 GM 3GM4
NOSOR T
W0OI):W1 $ W2Z2):W2 i WO13) :3
PLI:RD$GMI $ PLZRO*GM2
GM(11:GMI $ IM(2):GM2 $ GMl3)=GM3 GM(4):GM4
G-MD(1:GMI D GMDI2):GM2 D $ GMDI3-:GM3D $ _ GMDI4l:GM4D.
C3MMENT
COMMENT CELES T IAL-SEN SOE-ME ASURLD ANGLES
COMMENT
01 ,D2:HCK IMA TRIX PZ PA C.OPBOP CO I
NX3,NYONZO-4C441109,.,..1i.02)____
LXOLYOL ZOZHCK.(IOB, ,O.r O.D01i D2)
THET 1 :A TAN2(NYO ,NZ01_ $ T. HE 2ATA N4 I-NX,0.NZI .
THE13:ATAN2(-LV0OLXOI
Fig. 15. Case 2 simulation using MBDYTL
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3MMENT
COMMENT RATE FEEDIACr .S IGNA AND S ITCHNG AMP. DYNAMICE
C3MMENT
IN]:-1 HE I -I W] -I, IN -- HET ?- R*J2 s IN3:-IHET3-TR*w3
AM 1:-SWAMP(TIME.,T ij3,V I
AMP2-SWMP(IIMEIMDB,,IN2)
aM" 3- =SW PP I IM TM I 3
COMMENT
COMMENT PLA TFORM POSII N CO MAA4S
COMMENT
GM] CD:SLoATI*( .- TEP 2. TIM EJ I $ GMIC=INIE IGM1COsGMjCIj
GM2 CO SL T* (SITEP(E.E I EI1- IEF (10.0 IME M2CZINIEGIGM2CDGM2CI)
COMMENT
COMMENT REFERENCE BOPnY LxTEPAL TORUE
COMMENI HINGE TORqUES
COMMENT
T3( I:LI*AMPI 5 T 12):-2 4MP2 I T8 13=-L3*AMP3
THI I :-K * (GM1 -G IC 1 -Bi GM1D
ITH(21:-K2*(GM2-G2 i-B2 GM20D
I-i 3 1 - K 3*GM - 9 3GMI
TH (4 :-K * GM -E * r
COMMENT
COMMENT SYSIEM ANGULPR ACCELER:AIO'NS
COMMENT
CALL MRATEINHiTHB, IAFB8,F AG 1 G.D,GMODDW0WDOI)
W13:WOO i l 123:WOOTI Z 433-WDOT 3)
COMMENT




W3: IN I E I OTI 3 ) 31
GM10:INIEG W0OT(. 1,oC. I $ GMZD0 INIEG(WOOT (5*0.I
GM3ODINTFG(WOT(Ifc.) GMq40INTEGlWOTI7 C.1
GMI:INTEI ( DGMII)  $ M2:INTEGI GM2DSGM21
GM3=INTEGI0M10,C.) 5 GM4:INTEGIGM40.
COMMENT
COMMENT ACK PARPAMETE RATES AND POSITIONS
COMMENT
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TIME
Fig. 16. Results of Case 2 simulation using MBDYTL
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TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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Fig. 16 (contd)
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Fig. 16 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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0.0008
0.0006 - - -
0.0004 - - - -
0.0002 - -
0.0000 - - - - -
-0.0002
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TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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2.5-04
1.0-04 - --- -
5.0-05
-O - - --- 1
-1.5-04 4- -
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
TIME
Fig. 16 (contd)
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IV. Partially Linearized Systems
A. The Equations
One further distinction that can certainly be made in characterizing systems of
hinge-connected rigid bodies (somewhere between those systems where all hinges
are permitted unrestricted rotation and those systems whose hinge and reference
body rotations are all "small") is the partially linearized system. In this report, the
term "partially linearized" will refer to the case in which the reference body rota-
tions are unrestricted and some, but not all, of the yk (k E 9) and their derivatives
are considered to be "small."
The indices of those angles for which linearization is in some sense justified may
be collected in the set -, and, using the expansions of Eq. (9), the linearized form
of Eq. (8) becomes
(aoo + oo)>o + 1 ao + (io + i+ ok) k (Ek + EG) (15a)
ker4 keg-- keO
(io + ai.) ( + I ik + (ai + ik) k
ke k-
giT T Eik[eo (Ek + Ek)+ CoEk] + + 9 (15b)
keg
It should be noted that, for a wide class of systems, it can be recognized in advance
that Eik = 0 for i E 7q and k E 9 - _1. This is the case whenever none of the hinge
points whose indices comprise ;q lies on a path from do to any hinge point whose
index is not in _. In physical terms, this means that the small-angle rotations are
confined to terminal appendages, each of which is attached to only one body whose
index lies outside of _q. In fact, primary attention is focused on those scalar ele-
ments aik in (15b) where i, k e q and i, k are members of the same terminal append-
age set. It can be shown that such elements aik are all constants.
Def. 38. For v E b3, let qv denote a "terminal appendage set." Thus qv is a subset
of t, containing the body indices of one or more terminal appendages
which share a common base body, v.
By appropriate exchanges of rows and columns of the symmetric system matrix,
the constant h" 's may be isolated in an r > r symmetric matrix, A, forming the
lower right-hand corner of the original matrix. One can then employ a matrix parti-
tioning scheme, where the constant matrix A, is inverted just once, and a time-
varying matrix equation, now of order (n + 3 - r), is solved at every integration
step. Clearly, the size of A, should be maximized for the greatest computational
advantage, and, since only one terminal appendage set (there may be several) may
be used to form Ac, the largest terminal appendage set should be used.
With this approach, i.e., a single partitioning of the system matrix into constant
and time-varying parts, another version of the MBDY subroutine, called MBDYPL,
was written to solve the partially linearized case. However, in a move to further
simplify and speed up the computational task, Eq. (15) was modified as follows:
looo + , _ kk Ek (16a)
ke? kEgJ3
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aio. ° + I aik;k + aikk = g9 Cio 2 eiEk + ^ (16b)
ke--q kefA keg
where
aoo = aoo00 + oo +
ako = 0 +'a ok + -
aio = aio +aio +
aik = aik + aik +
The intent of Eq. (16) is to avoid having to form the separate quantities oo, ao00,
aok, ak, etc., and instead, to compute only the combined,forms aoo, aok, etc., using
the combined form of the coordinate transformation, Cok. This approach saves
overall computation time, although it allows the retention of some second-order
terms in the linearized variables that would have disappeared otherwise. Thus,
Eq. (16) is the matrix equation actually solved by MBDYPL, a somewhat more
accurate representation than that of Eq. (15).
B. Subroutine MBDYPL Usage
Just as in the other subroutines, MBDYPL is entered by means of either of two
call statements, one of which initializes the program with the system constants.
Initializing Call Statement
CALL MBDYPL(NH,H,MB,MA,PB,PA,G,PI,LI,TI)
The call statement arguments are exactly as defined previously, with exception of
the two additions
LI(i) = array of linearized variable indicators; ie (If y and its derivatives
are assumed small and therefore are to be linearized, LI(i) = 1. Other-
wise, LI(i) = 0.)
TI (i) = array of terminal appendage body indicators; i E 9 (If TI(i) = 1, di is
a member of the largest terminal appendage in the system. If TI(i) = 0,
it is not, although yi could still be a linearized variable.)
It should be made clear that LI(i) is an array to be supplied by the user; i.e., it is
an input array. On the other hand, TI(i) is calculated by the subroutine for the
user's information, and is an output quantity. As mentioned previously, it is desir-
able to identify the largest terminal appendage of the system and its member
bodies. An algorithm to do just that is located in the initializing portion of the sub-
routine, and the results of its calculations are later used for optimum rearrangement
and partitioning of the system matrix, as well as made available to the user in TI.
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All arguments of the dynamic call statement are exactly as defined for MBDY, with
the understanding that TH(i), TA(i,j), and FA(i,f) refer to Fi, Ti, and Fi, respec-
tively, when i E 7. In general, any torque or force expressions should be free of
second-order terms in the linearized variables (for which LI(i) = 1) or their
derivatives.
The necessary specification statements for MBDYPL are the same as for MBDY,
with the addition of the integers LI and TI.
Required Specification Statements
INTEGER NH, H(n), PI(n), LI(n), TI(n)
REAL MB(7), MA(n,7), PB(n,3), PA(n,n,3), G(n,3), TH(n),
TB(3), TA(n,3), FB(3), FA(n,3), GM(n), GMD(n),
GMDD(n), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3)
Again, the statement,
PARAMETER Q = n
must appear within the subroutine MBDYPL to properly allocate internal storage.
A complete listing of MBDYPL is provided in Appendix C.
C. Application of MBDYPL to the Five-Body System
1. Large platform maneuver. Since MBDYPL is designed to accommodate both
large and small rotations in a hinge-connected system, Case 1 would be the obvious
dynamic maneuver with which to test MBDYPL.
Recall that the maneuver consists of rotating the platform from its initial position
(71 (0) = 218 deg, -/2 = -30 deg) to the position y = 168 deg, -/ = 20 deg by simul-
taneous slewing about both axes at the commanded rate of 1 deg/s (starting at
t = 0).
The main simulation program listed in Fig. 6 can be used virtually "as is" by
MBDYPL, with only the addition of LI(4) and TI(4) to the INTEGER statement
and LI input elements to the DATA statement. In this case, linearization will be
requested for 7, and 7, so that LI(1) = 0, LI(2) = 0, LI(3) = 1, and LI(4) = 1.
Examination of TI, after executing "CALL MBDYPL (NH,...)," would show it
to be identical to LI; i.e., bodies d. and d, would be identified as members of
the largest system terminal appendage. The modified simulation program using
MBDYPL is listed in Fig. 17.
Results of the platform maneuver, Case 1, using the partially linearized approach
are shown in Fig. 18. Comparison of these to the results produced by MBDY in
Fig. 7 shows the differences to be indistinguishable. Figure 19 expands the plots
of o components for just the first 10 s for closer comparison (with Fig. 8).
While the accuracy of the MBDYPL run in this case was apparently excellent,
the speed advantage over MBDY was only very slight, i.e., 430 versus 440 s of com-
putation time for this four-hinge system. Since MBDYPL does perform a number
of manipulations associated with partitioning and rearranging the system matrix as
well as matrix multiplication to solve the partitioned system, some tradeoff between
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the time used to accomplish these tasks and the time saved by recognizing certain
constants and advanced matrix inversion should be expected. Just exactly where
the "break-even" point between MBDY and MBDYPL speed is depends on both
the number of hinges and the number of linearized hinges. However, in the case
simulated here, we seem to be quite near the break-even point. In contrast, the sys-
tem simulation in Ref. 7 with 14 hinges (10 linearized) was speeded up by a factor
of two using MBDYPL.
It should also be noted that the subroutine MBDYPL does accommodate pre-
scribed motions at any of its hinges, as do the other subroutines, whether the hinge
is linearized or not.
V. Summary and Conclusions
This report confines itself to the consideration of mathematical models useful for
the description of hinge-connected rigid body system dynamics and, further, the
computer simulation of those idealizations using general-purpose subroutines. As
the sequel to Ref. 9, it documents in explicit detail the application of each of these
subroutines under the circumstances for which they were especially designed, i.e.,
MBDY for unrestricted systems, MBDYTL and MBDYL for totally linearized sys-
tems, and MBDYPL for partially linearized systems. In each case, the subroutines,
which are written in Fortran V, serve as the powerful tool that is called upon by
the main simulation program (written here in CSSL III) to calculate vehicle atti-
tude dynamics.
In the process of drawing conclusions about the relative utility of these programs,
one must certainly begin with the obvious conclusion that MBDY, since it solves
the exact and unrestricted equations of motion for the system, serves as the ulti-
mate standard of accuracy for the rest. However, MBDY need not be restricted in
its use to just the role of a "check routine." For small systems, it will run faster
than MBDYPL, and one can certainly envision system rotations large enough to
make the linearized routines completely unsuitable for the simulation accuracies
required. Further, the judicious use of the option available in all the routines for
prescribed hinge rotations can speed the running time of a simulation using MBDY
remarkably. Thus, MBDY should be used often and to good advantage.
Of course, the utility of the completely linearized dynamic simulation sub-
routines, MBDYTL and MBDYL, was well exposed in Section III. For large or
small systems of bodies in which all the hinge and reference body rotations are
deemed "small," either due to fortunate circumstance or deliberately controlled
constraint, the use of MBDYTL or MBDYL can offer tremendous speed advantages
over MBDY and still maintain acceptable accuracies of the dynamic response. This
totally linearized approach has proved to be of the greatest value in analyzing con-
trol problems at JPL, since most systems fall, or can be forced into, this category.
In fact, the accuracy of MBDYL has been more than adequate for a large variety
of space vehicle control problems studied at JPL. Of course, if the vehicle control
dynamics can also be linearized, the inverted attitude dynamics matrix used by
MBDYTL or MBDYL can be used directly in control stability analyses, i.e., to com-
pute overall system root loci and/or eigenvalues.
Finally, the utility of MBDYPL is perhaps the least of the four routines, although
it still offers some advantages, particularly for large systems. Where there are a
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few, very large hinge rotations to be simulated but the large majority of system
hinges exhibit only small excursions, MBDYPL may offer the only chance to achieve
the desired accuracies in a reasonable simulation time. In similar circumstances, it
may serve as a more economical reference or check solution source than MBDY.
All in all, the partitioning scheme employed in MBDYPL, while not offering the
tremendous speed advantages of MBDYL, at least provides some gain in efficiency
in certain specialized instances.
As for the general-purpose character of all four subroutines, it is felt that their
presentation in Fortran will make them widely useful, both to those who are com-
fortable with special-purpose simulation languages and to those who prefer to
write their own simulation programs and integration subroutines. In order to make
the routines more easily accessible, the entire package has been submitted to
COSMIC (Computer Software Management and Information Center), University
of Georgia, Athens, GA 30601, for evaluation and dissemination to interested gov-
ernmental agencies as well as industrial, educational, and research institutions.
While many may wish to further specialize one or more of these programs to their
own particular needs, the four programs, as they are described here, can serve as
a reliable and valuable addition to any simulation subroutine library.
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PRCIGRAM 5-9O0Y SYSTEN SIMULATION USING MSDYPL --- CASE I
INTEGER NHPTCQ),H(43,LI(43 ,TIC4)
ARRAY M8(73 ,MA(47),PB(4e3).PA(4,4.3).G(4.33 .TB(3),TA(493)





DATA MAf2.1)/4. 85/MA(2.22/2.2/MA(2,33/5.5/M A(2,4)/-.41/MA(295)/.O37/
DATA MA(2w6E)/-.54/)FAf2v7 /57.5/
DATA MAr4,i )/27.2/MA(4.2J/.2/MA(4. 33/27.2/MA(4,7)/10.7/
DATA FB(1i 31/-1.5/PE (3v21/-J.2/
DATA PAI1,1.3)f-.75)/PAt1,2.2)/-.I/PAI1,2,3)/-.75/
DATA FA(C2v2. 2I/-.22/PA(2v2 .3)/.20/













RD=57.29!5779S S DR=1./RD S GMlCI=IC1/RD S GM2C11TC2/RO
GMIICl/RO S GM21=IC2/RD















WO(1V=W1 I 1WO2)7W2 S WO(3)=W3
PL1=RD*Gt'I % FL2=RD*GM2
GM(iV=GM1 S GM(2)=GM2 S GM(3)=GM3 S GM('41=GM4









Fig. 17. Case 1 simulation program using MBDYPL
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COMMENT
COMMENT RATE FEEDBA'CK SIGNAL AND SWITCHING AMP. DYNAMICS
COMMENT
IN1=-THET1-TR*W1 S IN2=-THET2-TR*W2 S IN3=-THET3-TR*U3
AMP1=SWAMP( TIME TMODDBtIN1
AMP2=SWAVP(TIME TMv DB IM2)
AMP3=SWAMP (TIME ,TMODBIN31
COMMENT
COMMENT PLATFORM POSITION COMMANDS
COMMENT
GMICD=SLRAT*(-1.4STEP IS0.UTIME)) S GM1C=INTEG(GMICDGMICII
GM2CD=SLRAT*(1.-STEPt50,,TIME)) S GM2C=INTEGIGM2CODGM2CI)
COMMENT
COMMENT REFERENCE BODY EXTERNAL TORGQU
COMMENT HINGE TORQUES
COMMENT






COMMENT SYSTEM ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS
COMMENT
CALL MRATE (NHTH TB,.TAFBeFA GM ,GD MDDWO oWoDOT
W1D=WDOTfl) S W2D=WDOT(2) S W3D=WDOT13)
COMMENT





GM1D=INTEG(WDOTI40I. S GM2D=INTE (WDOT(5)9C0.
GM3D=INTEG(WDOT(6I)O.) S GM40=INTEG(WOOT (7h ,.
GM1=INTEG GMID,1G1II S GM2:INTEGCM2D,6M2I)
GM3=INTEG(GM3DeO.) S GM4=INTEGGM4DU90.)
COPMENT
COMMENT HCK PARAMETER RATES AND POSITIONS
COMMENT






















0 10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME
Fig. 18. Results of Case 1 simulation using MBDYPL
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TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 18 (condt)
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TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)










-1.0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)






-0.003 ----- I 
1 I I
-0.004
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)
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TIME
Fig. 18 (contd)









0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
TIME
Fig. 19. Results of Case 1 simulation using MBDYPL (components of wo; first 10 s)
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TIME
Fig. 19 (contd)













---------- t i------ -- -
-50-05 
-- ---0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10
TIME
Fig. 19 (contd)
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Appendix A
Subroutine MBDY Description
I. Algorithm for Calculating Direction Cosine Matrices, Co' (r e 9)
As was pointed out in Section IIC, all the coordinate transformation, or direction
cosine, matrices, Cri (r, j E 3) need not be calculated if all the system equations are
expressed in the reference body (do) coordinate frame. Thus, the objective is simply
to obtain Co' for all r E 9. An algorithm for accomplishing this is incorporated in
MBDY and in MBDYTL and MBDYPL as well (MBDYL uses no direction cosine
transformations). The computation procedure is as follows:
Step 1. Letr = 1
Step 2. Calculate elements of the direction cosine matrix Ci r, where j = hr (see
Eq. 6)
Step 3. If j = 0, jump to Step 5
Step 4. Calculate elements of Cor from relation CO' = CoiCir
Step 5. Let r = r + 1
Step 6. If r < n + 1, go back to Step 1. Otherwise, stop.
The calculations involved in Step 2, of course, may include the use of sin y, and
cos -,, or they may use approximations thereof (i.e., 7Y = sin y,, cos -, = 1), depend-
ing upon whether linearization is being employed or not. This sort of bootstrapping
calculation of CO', by way of Step 4, is made possible by the fact that i is always
less than r, and therefore Coj and Ci' must necessarily have been computed before
coming to CO°.




Input/Output Variable Type and Storage Specifications-Fortran V
INTEGER NH, H(n), PI(n)
REAL MB(7), MA(n,7), PB(n,3), PA(n,n,3), G(n,3), TH(n),
TB(3), TA(n,3), FB(3), FA(n,3), GM(n), GMD(n),
GMDD(n), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3)(where n = number of sys-
tem hinges)
External Subroutines Called
SOD-double precision matrix equation solving subroutine; user-supplied (see
line 437 in MBDY listing)
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This subroutine solves the matrix equation Ax = EC, where A is of order
IV X IV and IV = 3. The solution is returned in EC.
Subroutine Setup
Insert the Fortran V statement (see listing)
PARAMETER Q = n





Data: 500 words (minimum; increases with n)
Listing
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1* SUBROUT INE MBOY INHHiM8eMA P *PPAtGIIP
2* C
3* C AOJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS
4* C
5S INTEGER HIIIwPIIII
6* REAL ME(11;MAINHI 7,PBINHw3TsPAINkt.NH3)GIN93)
T* PARAMETER Q=4
8* PARAMETER S=Q*1 V:Q 43pV:4*VS3=3*S
9* C
o10 C AEGIIICNAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
11* C
12* DCLELE PRECISION AbIV UvWRKI(V4)BMASSIS)
13* DIMENSION PHIS,3.33 CXISSJiDVISS) DZISSi ,DXOISSI*DVOIS.S) DZOI
14* SSSLXIttSSiLItSStLZtSSItFLXOISIFEVtS I*FEZOGtI:SGO 0G31TXOIS
15I $, TYOIS)fTZO-ISI PS IS.SeI3)3 'ASIgGJ lA G,3).T ,lS3 33 A003. 3 13. AB
16* t(3,3)eAISI3) EA 3 ) CW 31sCE131
17* INTEGER KKIGI9EPSIQeSI
18* REAL LX.LY*LZ*IXXIS IYYIS) IZ2 S) sIXY IS IXZISIPIZISI
19* EGUIVALENCE IAPS1) t ILXhDXOoAS e ILYDYOlt I LZ@DZO
20* NE:=H41
21* C
22* C IFITIALIZE EPSIKpJI WITH ZEROS AND CEFINE KKIKI
23* C
24* D( 85 K1 PNH
25* KKIKJ:Ktl
26* OD 85 185 NB
27* 85 EPSAKJ):=O
28* C
29* C DEFINE EPSIK tJ) LSING HIJ)
30* C
31* 00 86 KH=*NH
32* DC 86 J=2NB
33 IF4K .EO.IJ-I I EPSlK*J =1
34* IFI(.LT.IJ-I1) GO 10 87




39* DO 89 L=JOoJ1
40o IF(K.G1 .IL-1 ) GO TO 89




45* C It1IAL CALCULATION OF BARYCENIER VECTORS W.R.I. BCDY C.G.E








54* BMASS )=MB 1 7
554 IF=BMASSI1)
56* 00 35 J=2.NB
57* IWIJi:MAIJ-l I
5B* IV V1 J :MAIJ- 12)
59* IZIJ):MAIJ-1.3)





65* D( 149 IZ1,N8
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66* 1:-
67s DC 149 JzlvK'B
680 1=*
69* IF(I.EC..J) GO 10 163
70* I~fI.GT.J) GO TO 7C
71.s I F II. E G. I) G0 7080
72* IF(EPSIII#J).EQ.l) GO TO 400
73* 70 LYtI,.J)=PAtI119l3
74s LVIIJJ:PAI 11.12 .2
75* Li2II.J1PAII1 .11.3)
76* GO 10 149
17* 400 c 01 TIN LE
78. 00 6OO K=IoJl
79* IFIEPSIKoJI.EQ.13 GO TO 500
80' 600 CONTINUE
a8I G C 10 149
82. 500 LXIItJ2=PA(IlvM,1)
83* L V 1,J3:FAIIi ,Ko2
84. LZ41,J3:PA4III#, 33
85. G C 70 149
86. 80 DO 90 L=I vJI
87* IFtEFSILt.JLEQ~ll 60 10 101
88. 90 CONTINUE
89t G( TO 149
90* 101 LXfI#J3=P84L91)
91* L 'wII:F=164L,2i
92' LZ4 IJJ=P84L .33
93. GC TO 149
94s 163 LXfIvJ1=D.
95* L V IIt.J3D.
96s LZ4I aJ I=0 .
97. 149 C(I\TINUE
98' 0O 13 N=:I N8
99. Of 13 ..j=iPKB
101 * 0? Nt. 3 L IN, JI
102' Dii(K,.)=LZtNqJ3
103. DO 13 K1. N9
104s D)(Et.3:DX IoI.J-tBMASSIX3 iTM).LXtNK3K
205. OYUN.J)=DUN.J1 U8MASSIM3/TM) 'LYWNeX)
106* 13 0I4 .'.4:DZI~.JI-I8MASSIK)/TM)*LZEN.X3
107* C
108. C CILCULA710N OF AUGMENTED INEP7IA DYADICS FOR. EACH ED0Y
109. C





1170 DO 30 J=1 #N9
116. P3-(f ,1,13:H(Nl11 eMASS EJ3.tDl~IN,~j..24DZ(NoJ3.*2I
119* P144N,1.23:PHIN,1,23-8MASS( J)*CX(NJ3 .0YINPJI
220s P3(NrtP~33FHN,1,3)-BMASStJ)*DXIN JY.DjitNoJI
121s PHNN2.23:PHfN,2.2).BMASSI JR. (XIN.J3'.2.DZLNvd3 '.23
122* P34U,2,33:P~tN.2.3)-BMASSIJ).DYIN, ..1.DZRNoJ)





128s EH1RY NRATEINH.TH.18,TAFEFAGMGMDGMDDtWOEC 3
129. DIMENSION TO8(31 #TA IN Ho 31 FBI31.FA INH931 9GMT I I 9MDg1 3GMDOI I
130s 1TI t H)WOI3RWXCISIWYOISIPWZOtS3 'EtS3.1I
131 * OOlJ8LE PRECISION ECI V)
132. C
1 33s C BODY-TO-BOO? COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES
134' C
135. 00 335 J=19NH
136. =HJ

















153* ASI 1t921-SG3 G12
154' AElI3I=-SG24G13
55* A312.1 1=-SG34G12





161. IF(K.EG.D0 GO 10 33E0
162* DO 334 L:1.3
163* D 334 M:1@3
164* Tl 1J J+1 ,L MI=O.
165* D[ 334 I:1,3
166* 334 T4 ItJ I#,L M) =II J 1st.M)*ABILel)*T II# *1' IMI
167* G( TO 335
169* 3350 CONIINUE
169* DC 3351 L:l,3




174* C COORD. TRANSFORMATION OF G VECIORS IT0 REF. BODY FRAME)
175' C
176* DO 362 I:1,NH
177* D( 362 J=1,3
178' GOIIJi:O.
119' D 362 K=1#3
180* GO IJ):GOIIsJI llIlI*l1KIJ)*GllK)I
181. 362 CCNTINUE
182, C
183. C A G. VELOCITY COMPONENS OF EACH BODY iIN REF. EODY FRAPEI
184. C




189* DC 36 KMI,NH
190. IFIEPSIKJ3.EQG.0 GO TO 36
191* WXCIJizWXOGL('O GM0tKl*GO(K Il





197* C IFAKSFCRM AUGMENTED BOCY INERTIIA OYDICS 10 REF. BLCY FRAME
198* C
199 OC 363 I=2*NB
200* DO 364 J=1,3
201* DC 364 K=l 3
202* A(4JK) :O.
203* DC 364 L=13
204* A3JK)=ABIJ)*PHIIeJ.LI* II.l.ILKI
205* 364 CCh7lNUE
206* DO 365 J=1:3
207* DC 365 K:1#3
208' PSI I*J.IK=0.
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209* DC 365 L=1:3




214* F EEtI =:FB t2
215* FEZO11 :F9I 3
216* TXCI1 :TB(I
217* TYO(1i=TBIZ2
218* T2CI=) TBI 3
219* 00 17 I=2*NB
220* K:I-1
221. FEXOIII:Tll ,Ivlt *FAIKtull* 4T11I 2,1 *FAIK 21T4lItI 3.l)*FAtKMs3
222* FEYC :ll l.ltI 21*FAIK ll 1 1slw.2.2 *FA IK2 j1TI1.I3.21*FAIKP3
223* FEZOII I =1 I, Il 3 )*FAIK. 11 *T11 Iv21 31*FAIKe2I 1 I 331 IFAIKv 31
224* T>ClI) =:Ttil.I l ll*TA(Koll, Tllol 2rl IAIK.WT21 I*T I .I3.1 I)TAItK 31
225* TYOI( = TI 1, I elt 2)*TAIK l) *TIle 2 2) *TAIK 23)*T I 1.1 3v 2)*TAI131
2260 12iCII:= TI1I,1,33*TAIK,14Tl1ItI231*TA4IK,23T t1.*3t3 I.TINKt3
227. 00 17 J:1= N
228* D>ClIlI,:T (1,I.el*DX (I JI +14,l,.2.1 i*DY Ill 1,13,l I=2 tZIlJ;9 O( I J 1f ,I 1,2I)*DXI v J4T l11 ,21 .VYI J)4T l11 r 2.01 , )
229* OVO J I -)=T It I #2 *DXIIt JIT I I t 2 v21 0V It J *T 11, 1, 3@ 21 *DZ IT J)
231 17 CONTINUE
232* DC 367 I=1,NB
233 DXOI II):CXI 1,I1
234* DIC 1 I):DY lI)
235* 367 07Z011iII:DZ(lI
236. C
237* C AO0DIIONAL AUGMENTED INERTIA OYADICS (IN REF.BODY FRAMEI
238s C
239s 00 37 I=:1NB
240 0DC 37 J=1ON6
241. IFII.EG.J) GO TO 37
242* PtII.JlDll :-1M€ I ~DIIJ)*DYOI.Ji)DZOII)DZ0(JI
243. PSI IJl21: TM*.0O (JtIl*OYO(IJ)
244s P!(IIJ23,1)=TMDXO( JI)*DZO JI
245* PSIIt J02 1 ):"1Moo otJo l)DXOIIedJ
2460 P!(It .J2* 2l -ITM*IDXOfIl Jl*DXOIJPI) DZOtl ejCZOftillI
247* PSEI.J23): TM*DYOIJ.Il*OZOlI.J)
248* P5(IJv391 I:1TM*DZOIJ.II*DXOII JI
249* PSI I.J 3,2):ITM¢DZCJI*OYOIIJ)
250* PtIlJ,33I:-TMIDX0IIJI*DXOIJI DYO|II..OY0lJI
251* 37 CONTINUE
252* DC 751 M=1,3
253* 00 751 N=1,3
254* 751 P!(Itl ,MNI=PHIlvMoNI
255* C
256* C UECIOR CROSS PRODUCTS CESCRIBING SYSTEM ROTATIONAL COUPLING.
257* C IGUADRATIC TERMS INVOLVING THE CONNECTING BODY ANGULAR
258* C VELOCITIES AND THE MUTUAL BARYCENTER-HINGE VECTORSI
259 C




264* DC 2301 L:1NB
265* IFIN.EG.L) GO TO0 2301
266. WEX=WV OIL)OZOILNI-WZGILJ*DYOOILNI
267 WDOYtW20 IL )*DXOIL N);-WXOIL)DZOI LeN)
268* WEZ:WXCItLIDOI(LNI-WyOIL *DXOILNI
269* WWDX:TM* IWYO IL)I*kDZ- WZOILI*WDY ) FEXO L
270* W6DI =TPO IWZOIL I*WDX-UXOIL ID I F E Y OL I
271* WoDZ=:T* IUXO0L IWOY-WIV0IL 1WoDX IFEZ0 I
272* DWWDX=OYOINL )¢WIDZ-OZOINLI)*WWDY






279. DFX:=0VC I N, v)FEZO IN I-DZOIN NI¢FEVOINI
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280* DFY:DZOIN9NI*FEXOIN- IX0tNN*FE20IN]
281* DFZ:DXCINhI*FEON-YON-DOINNI*FEXOIN)
282* HX:PSIN9N l iI1*WO IN I P SINNo 1 2)*WYOINI*PS IN N, 1,31*WZOINI
283* H1:FSiKtNe2 )13*WXOItNIPSINN22)2 *WY01t)sPSINoNv2s3 3*WZ01N I
284* HZZPSI(NN ,3o1) W XO INI*P SIN N, 32)*WYOIN)*PS(IN N,33I*WZOIN)
285* K : 3*(N-11
286* Et K+ 1 I =HY WZO (NI-HZ*WVO N) *TXOIN)* CPX+OFX




291* C ACO MATRIX ELEMENT COMPUTATION (3X31
292* C
293* DC 3001 1=1%3
294* 00 3001 J=1.3
295* 3001 ACO(II J)=0.
296* DO 3 I=1IN8
297* D( 3 J:1NB
298* A003 1 vl)=Al001t 1 'PS ( I1 Jol11l
299* AL0(1v2)=AOCI1 .2 1PSIIJ lp21






306* A00( 3l )=A00l,3)
307* AD 13.2):ACO2 v3
308, C
309* C ACM VECTOR ELEMENT COMFUTATION 13X1)
310. C
311* DC 7 K:INHF
312* AV(KolJ=0.
313* At IK 2 I0.
314* AV4(K31=O.
315* 0C 7 I-=1NE
316* 00 7 J=-1NB
317* IFIEFSIK.J).EG.01 GO TO 7
318* D0 10 M=l13
319* 0( 10 L:13
320* 10 AVIKMI:AUIK ,M)*4PSIIZ, JMLJ)*GOI0 L
321* 7 CCTINUE
322* C
323. C AIP SCALAR ELEMENT COMPUTATION
324* C
325* D( 14 K:1tNH
326* DO 14 M=1,NH




331* DC 15 J=:,KB
332* 00 15 I=1,NB
333* IF(IEPSIKt..EG.O L.OR.IEPSIM9Ik.EG.OH) GO TO 15
334* 00 18 N:1t3
335* DC 18 L=1,3
336* 18 AISI NI=AISIN)*PSIJ.INqLI*GOIMeL)
337. 15 CChlINUE
338* ASIKeMI= GOK 23*AISI1 *llGOIKo2)*AIS4 214GOIK.3*AISI31
339* 14 CChlINUE
340 C
341. C C(FUTE CORFECIION ELEMENTS FOR IE) VECTOR
342* C




347 0C 41 J=.1B
348* DO 411 M=13
349* 411 C(IvI=0.
350s 00 42 K:1INH
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351s IF(EFSIK*J).EG.DO GO 10 42
352. KB=KK(K
353* C (1I:CWI1 4GMDIK)O IWYOKBIGO(Kt,3)-WZCtKBi*GOt(.t 2 I
354* CW2)=CWI(21# GMD IW KI ZOIK91*GO KeJ- WXOIK9I*GOfI ,# I
355* C.I3)=CWE3).GMDIKl* (WXOIKE)*GO IKr2)-W' CIKS)rIGOIHwl )I
356* 42 CONTINUE
357* DC 45 ,:1@3
358* 00 15 L=1,3
359S 45 EAIP)=EAIM 4PSIwIJtMtLl*CW(IL
350* 41 CONTINUE
361* Kl:34lI-11
362* E K141.1):EIKI,1 ll-EAll)
363* E IM1 921)1:LIK12,1)-EAI2)
364* E K1 3ell=EI 143,1) -EAt3)
365. 40 C TINUE
366* 00 55 MI=1,3
367* 55 EC(II)"lEIMI II
3684 DO 52 J=2*NB




373* D[ 60 K I:vNli
374o IF(PIKI.NE.0 GO TO 60
375* I1:11
376* ECII 3)=0.
377* 0( 601 M:1 3
378. 601 CE(M)O0.
319* DC 61 =:r1NE
380. IF(EPSIKvJi.EQ.O) GO TO 61
381* DC 65 M=:.3
382. J1=3*1J-11*M
383s 65 CEI'"l=CEIMI EIJlel1
384* 61 CONTINUE
385* 00 66 L=1,3
386* 66 EC(tl3):EC1 3)1+ GOtIK,L ICEIL)
387* ECtII3):ECtI 3)* IH IK
388* 60 CCITINUE
389* DO 610 I=1,3
390* D( 610 J:,1NH




395. 00 612 I:1,NH
396* IFIPII .NE.01 GO TO 612
397* K=K41
398* I.:'43
399* 00 611 J=:1NH
400* IFIPII. .EG. ) GO 10 611
101* IFII.GI.JI ASII J)iASIJ. )




406* C L(AD SYSTEM MATRIX A1) WITH AOAO0KAK ELEMENTS
407* C
408* DC 23 I=1.3
409* DO 23 J=1,3
410* 23 AllJ2:AOOI.J1
411* 00 24 I=1@3
412* K:O
413* DO 29 J=1INH






'920* DC 250 1:1.hH
421. IFtPIIII.NE.OI GO 10 250
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422* K:K41
423, L=0
424* DC 25 :1,N
425* IFIPIIJ).NE.0) GO TO 25
426* L :L1
427* IFIK.GT.L) GO 10 26
428* A HIK 3,L,3I:ASI IJl
'29* GO TO 25




434* C S{L E SYSTEP MTIRIX FOF REFERENCE E0W VNG. ACCELEFATICON AKC HINGE
435* C IRELAIIVE) ROTAIIONAL ACCELERATICNS
436* C
437* CALL SOD(IAV IVEC*Vol$s92#WRK)
438* DC 910 J=V ,4
439* K=J-3
440* IFIFItK).NE.0) GO 10 911
441* ECiJ)=ECiIV)
442* IV:IV-I
443* GE TO 910
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Appendix B





Input/Output Variable Type and Storage Specifications-Fortran V
INTEGER NH, H(n), PI(n)
REAL MB(7), MA(n,7), PB(n,3), PA(n,n,3), G(n,3), TH(n),
TB(3), TA(n,3), FB(3), FA(n,3), GM(n), GMD(n),
GMDD(n), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3)(where n = number of sys-
tem hinges)
External Subroutines Called
AINVD - double precision matrix inversion subroutine; user-supplied (see line
224 in MBDYTL listing, line 223 in MBDYL listing)
This subroutine inverts the matrix A, where A is of order IV X IV,
IV t 3. The result is returned in A.
Subroutine Setup
Insert the Fortran V statement (see listings)
PARAMETER Q = n





Data: 500 words (minimum; increases with n)
Listings
108 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32.1592
1' SUSROUTINE M9DYILINHH,MBMAP9 FPAGPII
2' C
3' C AIJUSTA LE IMEN SIONS
4* C
5, INTEGER Hil),PII I)
6* REAL Mail) ,MAINH/713PBINH.31,PAINHRNH,3 1.GINH,3)
7' PARAMETER G=4
8* PARAMEIER S:,1 .V'=043 4:=4*VS 3:3* S
9' C
10' C ADD!IIONAL DIMENSIONED VARIAELES
11' C
12' DOUBLE PRECISION A(VIVI,WRKIV4~)BMASSSIS
13* DIMENSION 'HIS,3 ,3)CXtIS SIOYtS)IS I ,DZ(24S S IOXOtS lOVtOIS 1 5)
14 fDZOI(SSI GOIv3) I tS 1 .3 31 L ISo S) LV IStS L2 tS S) FEXOIS I
15* $FEYCISt FEZ IS), IXOIS). IY1 5) TZOIS) AI 3r3l
IE ' CEI31 AIS 31 PSf IS S 3 3 ,AS IO ,i A V IG , 3 A0 133
17* INTEGER KKI3)tEPSIlSI
38* REAL LXLYLZIIXX IS)IVVIVISIIZZISI IXY ISI, XZISII ZISI
194 EQUIVALENCE IPS A I ILX OXO) * ILY 0 1YO 3I,ILZ OZO) I PHeTI
20* NS:NH*I
21' C
22* C INIIIALIZE EPSIK,JI WITH ZEROS AND DEFINE KKIKI
23* C
24* 00 85 K=1,NH
25* KK 4 ) K 1
26* DO 85 J=Z2N8
27' 85 EPSI K JI=0
28* C
23' C DEFINE EPSI4,J) USING -HIJ
30' C
31* 00 66 K:1,NH
32* DO 86 J=2NB
334 IFI<.EQ.IJ-1)l EPSIKeJI:1
34* IFIK.LI.IJ-111 GO TO 87




393 00 83 L=JOJI
40. IFIK.GI.IL-1)l GO 10 83




45* C INITIAL CA.CULATION OF BaAYCENTER VECTORS W.R.I. 8ODI C.G.S







53* IYZ( 11=Ma G
54* BMASS31I=MBI )
55* T1M BMASS11)
56* 00 35 J=2,NB
57' IXXI JI=MAJ-, ll
58s IYY(J:=MAI J-1p2






65* 00 149 I=1,NB
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66* I1=I-1
67* 00 149 J=1NSB
68* J1=J-1
69* IFCI.EQ.JI 60 TO 1E3
70* IFIl.GT.J) GO TO 713
71* IFI(.EO.1) GO TO 8G
72* IF(EPS(I.J).EG.11 GO TO 400
)3* 70 LX(I.J)=FACI1*I .1l)
74* LYtIJ):PA(IlIll.2)
75* LZ IIJIFA(1, 1I3)
76* GO TO 149
77* 400 CONTINUE
78* DO 600 K=I.J1
79* IF(EPStIKJ).EQ.1) GO TC 500
8(Q* 600 CONTINUE
81* 60 TO 149
82* 500 LX(TlJ)=PA(I1,KI1)
83* LY(I.J):PATI1K,2)
84* LZ(I J):PA I1,eK.3)
85* GO TO 149
86 80 00 90 L:1J1I
87* IF(EPS(L.JI.EG.1) GO TC 101
88* 90 CONTINUE









99* DO 13 N=1,N9
99* DO 13 J=1NB
100* DX NJ =LXIN,J)
1r1* DY(N.J):LY(N.J)
102* DZ(NJ)=LZINvJ)
1(3* DO 13 K:ItNB
104* DX(NJ)=DXNIJ)-IMASS(K)/T )*LX(N.K)
105* DYf(N )DY(N J)- BMASS (KI/THMILY (NK I
106* 13 0Z( N, JlOZ(Ne J -(BMASS K ) /TMI*LZNK)
107* C
10 8* C CALCULATION OF AUGMENTED INERTIA DYADICS FOR EACH BODY
1C9* C







117* DO 30 J=1rNB
118* PH( N.l1)=PHIN.1.1)+8MASS J*l(tDY(N.J)**2+DZN.J)**2
119* PH(N.lI2)=PHIN 1*2 -BMASS JI*DX (NJI*DY(N J
120* PH N1l,3 )=PHINl1.3)-BMASSJ)*DXIN.J) *DZ(N.J)
121* PH(N2,2)=PH(N,22)+BMASS(JI*(DX(NJ7**2+ZIN, Ji**21
122* PHI No23 =PHIN.2.3 --BMASStJ*DY( N J)*CZ(N J
123* 30 PHIN3H r,3)PHIN 33) +BMASStJ)* DX ( N J *.2+CY N)*2 )




128* C ADDITIONAL AUGMENTED INERTIA DYADICS (IN BODY I FRAME)
129. C
130* 00 751 J=19NB
131* DO 751 =:1.3
132* 00 751 N=1t3
133* 751 PS(JJMNI=PH(JMN)
134* DO 37 I=1.NB
135 *  DO 37 J=1,NB
136* IFII.EO.J) GO TO 37
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145* PS(IJt3,3 =-T *t(DX(I ,J)*DX JI,)4lCY(IJ)*DY(J, l
146' 37 CONTINUE
147* C
148* C AUO MATRIX ELEMENT COMFUTATION (3X3)
149* C
150* DO 3 I=L.NB
151 00D 3 J=J:,N
152* AOO Il)=A0l(41,1 )*PS(I, Jl,]
153* AOO(1,2)=ALl( 12)+PS I,*J,1,2)
154* AUD( 13)=AOU113)+PStIJ,3)
15EE* A0012*2):A0(2,23iPS(IJ,2,2l







163* C ACO VECTCR ELEMtENT CCMFUTATION (3X1)
164* C




1(E9 00 7 I=lNB
170' DO 7 J=1,NS
171* IFIEPS(KJ).EG.L) GO TC 7
172* 00 10 M=1,3




177* C AKM SCALAR ELEMENT COMFUTATION
178* C
179* DO 14 K=1,NH
180' DO 14 M=1,NH




185* 00 15 J=:INB
186* DO 15 I=1,N3
187* IF((EPS(K,'E).EOQ.).OR.IEPS(MI).EQ. 1) GO TO 15
188* 00 18 N=1,3
189* DO 19 L=1,3





195* C LOAD SYSTEM MATRIX (A) WITH AOCACK.AKM ELEMENTS
196* C
197* DO 23 1:1,3
198* DO 23 J=1,3
199* 23 A(IIJ):AO00(I,.
200* DO 24 I=193
201* K=C
202* IV=3
2L3* 00 24 J:=1NH
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20 * 24 CONTINUE
2 9.* K=I
210* DO 250 I=1,NH




215* DO 25 J:IrNH
216* IF(PIJ).NE.U) GO TO 25
217* L=L+1
218s IF(K.GT.L) GO TO 26
219* AtK+3.L+3):AS(I J)




224* CALL AINVD AVIV*$1099WRKl
22 * 1UC99 CONTINUE
226* RETURN
227* ENTRY PRATE(NH*THIT8 ,TA,FBSFAGM.*GMDCGMDDtWCPEG)
228* DIMENSION TB(3),TA(NH%3),FB(3).FA(NH,3).GM(1),GMD1 ),GMDDtIll
229* -THCNHII WLt3) E S3,1
230* DOU3LE PRECISION EC(VihEG(V)
231s C
232* C 80ODY-TO-800Y COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
233* C











245* IF(K.E0.0) E0 TO 335C
248* 00 334 LZ=13
247* DO 334 M:=13
248* TI ,J+1wL v )=:0.
249* DO 334 I:=13
250* 334 T(1,J.I+L M)=T IJ+1L*M3)+ABMLI)*T(I, K+1leM
251* GO TO 335
252* 3350 CONTINUE
253* 00 3351 L=1,3




258* C COORD. TRANSFORMATION OF G VECTORS (TO REF. BODY FRAME)
259* C
260* 00 362 I=1,NH
261* DO 362 J=1:3
262* GO(IJI=U.
263* DO 362 K=1,3
264* GO(IIJ)=GO( IJ)+Ttl1+lKJ) .G(IK)
265* 362 CONTINUE
286* C








275* DO 17 I=:2NB
276* K=I-1
277* FEXO II):T( 1Ill)*FACK,1)+Tbl,],21 )*FAINK2)+ 71t.,3.1)FAIKN3)
279* FEYOII)=Til lCN2)*CFAAKLR)+TElPOT232)*FA(K52)9+Tll3,2)*FAtK3)
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279* FEZO (I):T(tIitId.3)1*FAtKl4T lIv2.Z )*FAIK.2 )+T!(1tit33)*FA(Ko3)
280s TXO(I) =T(1l. t191)*TA(K 1) +T lII,2,1)*TA(Ke2)+T lt!939 )*TA(Ke3)
281* TYCf I): T(II rl.21*TA (K.llT (1It2,2 ,2)*TAItK2 14T(1 It3.2 )*TA(K )
282* TZO(I= Tilol,..3)*TAK,1)+T.ll2,3 )*TA(K,21+T l3,I,3)*TA(K,3)
283* DO 17 J=IN9B
284* DXO( IJ)=T(tl,1 ).*DX(I!J)+Til.Iv2.1)*DYI +J)+T( 1.I3.1 )*DZIIJ)
285* DYC(I.J):T I1,Il2)*DX (I JI+T (1I,2,2)*DY (I J)T (1,!.2)*02t IJ)
286. DZO(IJ)=TtilI,13)*DX(I J)+TtI, I,23) *DYEIJ)+T(1,I3.3 )*DZ(IJ)
287* 17 CONTINUE





293. C VECTOR CROSS FRCDUCTS CESCRIBING SYSTEM ROTATIONAL COUPLING.
294* C GQUADRATIC TERMS INVOLVING THE CONNECTING BOY ANGULAR
295* C VELOCITIES AND THE MUTUAL BARYCENTER-HINGF VECTORS)
296* C




301* DO 2301 L=INB
302* CPX=CPX+DY0 N.L) *FEZO L ) -OZO N.L )FEYO)
303* CPY=CPY+DOZC(NL) FEXC IL)-DXONL)*FEZ0tL)
304* CPZ=CPZ+CXO(NvL)*FEYOIL -OYO(N.L)*FEXO(L)
3[5 2301 CONTINUE






312* C COMPUTE CORRECTION ELEMENTS FOR (E) VECTOR
313* C
314* DO 55 MI=tl3
315* 55 ECfMI)=E(MIv1
316* 00 52 J=2,N8




321* DO G6 K=,KH
322* IF(PI(K].NT.O0 GO TO 60
323* I=I+1
324* ECIl+3)=U.
325* DO 601 M=13
326* 601 CEIM):0.
327* DO 61 J=1,NB
328* IF(EPS(KtJ).EG.0) GO TO 61




333* DO 66 L:1,3
334* 66 EC t+3)=EC(I+3)+GO(KL).CEtL)
335* EC(I43):EC IT3) *THIK)
336* 60 CONTINUE
337* DO 610 I=1,3
339* DO 610 J=1,NH





344* 00 612 I=:1NH
345* IF(PIfII.NE.0) GC TO 612
346* K=K+1
347* IV=IV+1
348* D0 611 J=1,NH
349* IFIPIIJ).EO.0) GO TO 611






355* C SOLVE SYSTEM MATRIX FOF REFERENCE BODY ANG. ACCELERATION AND FINGE
356* C (RELATIVE) ROTATIONAL ACCELERATIONS
357* C
358* 00 671 I=19IV
359* O(II=0O.
360* 00 671 JIlIV
361* EQ(I =EG(II+A(I, JlECidl
362* 671 CONTINUE
363* DO 910 J=Vt4
364* K=J-3
365* IFfPItK).NE.O) GO TO 911
366* EQIJ)=EG(IV)
367* IV=IV-1
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* S UBPOU TINE MB YLI NH HeM BMA ,PB ,PAs Gi PI I
2. C
3* C ADJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS
4' C
5. INTEGER HI I P III)
.6 REAL MBHl),MAINH 71IPBAINH3 ,9PAINH NN 31sGINH 3I
.7. PARAMETER Q:9
84 PARAMETER S:O 1 V:G3,Uv4:4*VS3:3*S
9* C
10C C ADDITIONAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
3]. C
12* DOU3LE PRECISI N AIvV)lr W KIV4) BMASSIS 1
13* DIMENSION PHISi3,31 DXIS, SI ) DY IS 51I DZISvS I
14* ILX(I 5 S) tL YIS.S) 1 LZ 45 S). FEX ISIoFEY IS IFEZIS 1iTX SITvY ISIoIZ ISI,
15. $CE(3)rAIS( 31 PS ISvS 33) ,AS OIeIAdVIO 3 , A0013.31
16. INTEGER KKITIvE SI S I
17* REAL LXoLYLZIY XIS I Y IS),IZZISIIXYISIIXZISI1V21SI
IB* EOUI ALENCE IPS,LXAI
19* NB:NH4
20* C
21* C INITIALIZE EPSIKJ) WITH ZEROS AND DEFINE KKIKI
22* C
23* DO 85 K=I1NH
24* KKI(I-!=K
25* DO B5 J:,NB
26* 85 EPS(KtJIC
27* C
289 C DEFINE EPS4,JIl USING HIJI
29* C
3O* 00 86 K<:1,H
31* DO BE J:2,NB
32* I(4.E3. J-1) EPSIK*J)I=
33* IF(K.LI.IJ-1) i G TO 87




39* 00 89 L:JOIJl
39* IFIK.GI.I- )) GO TO 89




44* C INITIAl CA.CULATION CF SARYCENTER VECTORS W.R.I. BOY0 C.G.S







52' IYZll) IMB G1
53* BMASSI ):MB17)
54* TM:9MASSIII
55* DO 35 J=:2NB
56* IXX(J):MAIJ-I1ll







64" 00 149 I:1INB
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G5* 13:1-1
S. 00 1 49 J:1,N3
67 J3:J-I
69* I) l.EO.J) GO TO 163
69. IFII.GT.J) GO TO 70
70. Ic I.EO.l) GO TO SC
71. IF(EPSIII,JI.E . ) GC TO 400
72. 70 LX IIJ)- PA IIIII1 21
73, LY(IJI=PII, I2)
14 LZfI oJi=PAfI1i l 3J
75* GO 10 149
?S* 400 CONTINUE
77* 00DO C K:IJl
78 I'( EPStIK JI.E .1 I G3 TO 500
73* 600 CONTINUE
s0* GO TO 143
81* 500 LX IJ :PAtI I .1 )
82* LY( I,J):PAI I ,K, 2
83. LZ( IJ)=FA I l  H 3
a4* G0 TO 199
85* 8C 00 90 L2],JI
86* I (EPSILJI.E3. 11 G3 TO 101
87. 90 CONTINUE
89. GO TO 143
89* 10] LXI 1J):PB IL I
C90 LYII,JI:PSIL .21
91* LZ(IJ)i:PBIL,3)
92* GO TO 149
93* 163 LXI IJ):C.
34* LY I J I C.
95* LZI,J):O .
96* 143 CONTINUE
97* DD 13 N:1,NB
38* 00 13 J:1 INS
9933 DX(I ,):LX INJ)
100* OYl NJ):L YIN J)
101* DZI1 J):LZINJ)
1C2* 00 13 K:1,VB
103. DXI NJ):DX INJ)-IBMASSI )/T I M *LX(IN,
104* ODYN,JI)OYIN JI- IBMASSIK)/IMI*LYINoKI
105. 13 DZINJi:D2 IN, J)-IBMASS IK) /TM)*LZ IN, )
106* C
107. C CALCULATION OF AUGMENTED INEPTIA DYADICS FOR EACH BODY
108* C
109* DO 31 N:oN9
110C P-4(Nsl 1 :IXXI'4I
111* PHIN, ,2):-IXY NI
112* PqtN, ,s3:=-IXZIN I
113. PH(N,2p2):IYYINI
114. PI-1N, 2,3 :- IYZIN 1
115* PHI N 3,3):IZZIN)
115. 00 30 J:1,N8
117* PH( N tl. )F:PHI(N,],l ) BMASS IJ)* 1DY IN JI*2*DZ INoJi**2 1
118* PtN, ,2):PHIN I ,2 -BMASS I Ji XI NJI *Y I N.J
119* PHI K l, 31 PHIN,,l 3) -BMASS IJ *DXIN, JI*DZINtJl
120* P4(N,2,2 =PHIN,2s2)#9MAS I JI* lOX INeJ)**2*OZINJI**21
121. PH(IN.2,3 :PHIN,2,s3 -BMASS I JI*DVIN JIDZINJI
122* 30 P.IN,3,3)=PHIN,3 o3)*9MASS IJIt IOXIN. JI)*20DYIN,JI**21
123* PHIN,2,1I:PHINvl,2)
124* PAI(N3,=1 PHIN,1 l3
125* 31 PH(N,3,2)1 PHIN 2,31
126. C
127 C ADDITIONAL AUGMENTED INERTIIA DYADICS (IN BODY I FRAME)
128* C
129. DO 751 J=: INB
130* 00 151 M:1#3
131* 00 751 N=193
132* 751 PSI J(JM,N:PHIJ ,MN
133. DO 37 I=l:NB
134* DO 37 J:1,NB
135* IFII.EQ.JI GO TO 37
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23E. PSI I J1 2 ):-TMIDY I1,J)DY I J, I) *DZII, J)* .)
137* PS(IJ1, ,2):TM*XxtJIl)*OY3 lJ)
138. PS(IJ 1 3 :TM0*X I Jll*2I I1
139. PSI IJ,2,)1 :TMOYI J, I)*DXI IJ
140* PSI ,J,2.2) :-TM*IDX(I, )*OXIJ, Il)+D Il*J)OZ I II)
l 1* PSI 1,J, , ? 3):TMOYI J, I l)OZ I )
142. PSI J3, 11):TM.DZIJI)*DX I1,Jl
143* PSI TJ,32)-:TM0Z21JI)*'OYIIJ
144 PS I 1, J,3 J 3 :- TM* OX I J OX J I Y I I, J * Y( J,
145' 37 CONTINUE
146* C
147* C 400 MATRIX ELEMENT COM'UT A ION (3X31
148* C
149* 00 3 I:1,N3
150s DO 3 J:,NB
151* AOC ,1 :AC I11.1)*PS II J l 1)
152. AOC (I, 2) ACC( I 21 PSI lvJl,21
153!* ADOCt 193)=:ACClII.3I )*PSII J I 31
154* A0G(2,21:ALUL2,2)4PSIIJ,2,2)
155* ACC( 2,3 :A O 12,3 ) 1PSI I, Jo2131
156* A003,3)=ACEU1331 PSIIJ,3 3.I
157* 3 CONTINUE
158* AO(t2, 1): 00 .2)
153* A0C( 3.1=A400CC,3
160* AOGC 3,2 :ACI2,3)
161. C
162* C ACK VECTOR ELEMENT COMPUTATION 13X1)
163* C




168* DO 7 I=1,Nb
1639 00 7 J:lNd
170* IFIEPSIK,JI.EO.O ) GC TO 7
171* 00 1C M=1 .3
172s DO 10 L:1.3
173. 10 AVI ( ,MIZ) AVI<( M *PSIIe Jo M*L)*GIKoL)
174* 7 CONTINUE
1 75* C
176* C AKM SCALAR ELEMENT COMPUTATION
1 7* C
178* 00 14 K=:1NH
179* 00 14 M=1,NH
180* IF(K.,GT.M) GO TO 14
]81. AISt1 ) :0.
182* AIS(2):C.
183* AIS 3)=0.
184. 00 15 J=1,NB
185* 00 15 I=1,N9
186s IF((EPS(Kt,.EO.0 ).OR.IEPSIM lI.EQ.0O 11 GO TO 15
181* 00 18 N:l 3
188* DO 18 L=1,3
2 89* 18 AAIN AISI N ) JS I I No L *GIM Ll
190* 15 CONTINUE
1931 ASfK(,M):G( 1i*AISiII IG(IK,2) * AIS 2 *GIK,3)*AISI3I
132* 14 CONTINUE
133* C
194* C LOAD SYSTEM MATRIX IA) WITH AOC9AOKAKM ELEMENTS
1954 C
196* DO 23 I:1,3
197* 00 23 J:1,3
198* 23 AtJI,J):A0CI1J
139* DO 24 I=1,3
200* K:O
201, IV:3
202* 00 24 J=1,NH
203* IF(PI JI.NE.OI GO T3 24
204* K=KI1
205* At K 3 :l)=AV.I JI
206* A ItK+3)IAVIJ II
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207* 24 CONIINUE
208* K:0
209* 00 250 I=1,NH




214* DO 25 J:]#NH
215* IcIPIIJ).NE.C) GO TO 25
21E* L:L*I
217* Ic )I .GI.L GO 10 26
218* AR(K+3,L,3)=:ASIlJ
219* GO TO 25
220* 2E A(K.39L 31zAI(L*3tK#31
221* 25 CONTINUE
222* 250 CONTINUE
223* CALL AINVO( ,VIV,$1093 WRK)
224* 1099 CONTINUE
225* RETURN
226* ENTRY MRATEINH,BTHTPAlFBFAt GM.GMDwGMDD#WO, EGI
221* DIMENSION IBIl I NH3 ,Ii F91 .FA INH 31F:FAGM(i I IGMOll IGMOOtl t,
228* $IHINHI WOI3) E S3,1 )
223* OODULE PRECISIDN ECIVI)EQ(VI
230* C








239* 00 33 J=2,NB
240* TX(J):TAIJ-I,1)
241* TYIJI=TAIJ-1 21





247* C VECTOR CROSS PRODUCTS DESCRIBING SYSTEM ROIATIONAL COUPLING.
248* C 13UAORAIIC TERMS INVOLVING THE CONNECTING BODY ANGULAR
249* C VELOCITIES AND THE MUTUAL BARYCENTER-HINGE VECTORSI
250* C




255* 00 2301 L:=1NB
256* CP X: CPXIDY(IN Ll*FEZ L)-ODZI NL* FEYIL
257* CPV=CPYDZIN L *FEX IL)-DXINtL *FEZ ILI
259* CPZ:CPZ*DXIN tL l*FEYIL)-DYIN L*FEXILI
259* 2302 CONTINUE
260* K : 3*IN-11
261. E K+]Il)=I XIN) CPX
262. E(K* 2,11:TYINI*CP
263* E(K+31 ):T21NI CPZ
264* 230 CONTINUE
265* C
266* C COMPUTE CORRECTION ELEMENIS FOR IEl VECTOR
267* C
268* 03 55 MI=13
269* 55 ECIMII:E(MI,l)
270* 00 52 J=2,#V
271* 00 52 M=13
272* KI=3*IJ-1ITM
273* 52 EC(I)I ECIM)*EH Klol)
27 * I:0
275* DO EO K=I1NH
276* IF1PIIK1.NE.0) 00O 1 60
-277* I:I]
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278* EC I33 :C.
279* 00 O61 Ml ,3
280* 601 CEIMI=G.
281* DO El J=1.N8
282* I I EPSIKsJ).EQ.CI 63 TO 61




287* 00 E6 L:]v3
288* 66 EC1 I 3)=ECI 1 3) GIKLI*CEILI
289* EC(T+3)I:ECII*3)'1HIK)
230. 60 CONTINUE
291* DO E10 =1:33
292* 00 ;10 J:1,NH
293* IF(FIIJ .EO.0) G6 10 610




2 98 00 512 I:1NH
299. IF(PI(l).NE.03 GO TO E12
300* KK 1
301. IV=IV+l
302* DO 511 J:1,NH
303* IF(PIIJI.EQ.01 GO TO 611





309* C SOLVE SYSTEM MATRIX FOR REFERENCE BODY ANG. ACCELERATION AND HINGE
310. C IRELATIVE) ROTATIONAL ACCELERATIONS
311* C
312* 00 G71 I=:lIV
313* E (fIl:0.
314. 00 571 J=:,IV
315* EG(I):ErGIII1*AIJ *EC IJ
316* 671 CONTINUE
317* DC 910 J=V,4
318. K=J-3
319. IFIPIIK).NE.0) GO TO 931
320* EG(J)=:E( IV)
321* IV:IV-1
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Appendix C




Input/Output Variable Type and Storage Specifications-Fortran V
INTEGER NH, H(n), PI(n), LI(n), TI(n)
REAL MB(7), MA(n,7), PB(n,3), PA(n,n,3), G(n,3), TH(n),
TB(3), TA(n,3), FB(3), FA(n,3), GM(n), GMD(n),
GMDD(n), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3)(where n = number of sys-
tem hinges)
External Subroutines Called
1. AINVD-double precision matrix inversion subroutine; user-supplied (see line
272 in MBDYPL listing) "
This subroutine inverts the matrix AT, where AT is of order NMT X NMT,
NMT - 1. The result is returned in AT.
2. SOD-double precision matrix equation solving subroutine; user-supplied (see
line 666 in MBDYPL listing)
This subroutine solves the matrix equation A = EE, where A is of order
NL X NL, NL - 3.
Subroutine Setup
Insert the Fortran V statement (see listing)
PARAMETER Q = n





Data: 1000 words (minimum; increases with n)
Listing
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I* SJ33OUIINE t3ODYPL(NHHoMMAeoPBvPAIGoPI*LI #II
2s C
3' C A)JJSIABLE DIMENSIONS
4' C
5. INTEGER HIl),PII llLIllI TllIl)
6* REAL MBill MAINH71PB INH,31)PA(NH'NH,31.G(NHw31
1* PARAMETER a:4
8' PARAMETER U=:04vU=:0.u3=:*V S3:3*U
9* C
10' C ADDITIONAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
11* C
12* DOUELE PRECISION AIVUP) WRKMIV41BMASSIU)
13*' OU3LE PRECISION ATI7 ot0) AEIt.ui) EEIl.iALIV9V)
14* DIMENSION PS(UIU,331.DXI(UU)DY (UUlODZiU.Ul,
15' LXIU.U)IL IUIUlLZIUU)PHIU3 31l
16' DIMENSION A81331 CE13,*CWI3IaISI31hEA3)8G0IQ*3 I.A00133 olAVItG3
17* S)I sAS 10#1l el I.Ut 3e31 8BA 43e 3) , AS8I4G 0 3( OX OIU U )IOY OIU# Ul. D20 IUt U)
I8' $IXOtUITYOIU) ,T ZO IU)FEXOIUI FEyOIU)oFEZOIUI
19' DIMENSION GISI G) ,025 10) G3SI3Q) Gl21Q0 Gl3101,G2341I
20* INTEGER KKHIO).EPS IGPU) ,RSTAMIQ) bAMF IlIPNUMFIU.TAB
21* REA. LX,LYVLZoIXXIUI sIY fIU) *IZZIUl) lXYIU )IXZlUI IvZ lUI
22* EQUIVALENCE (AePS l (LXIDXO ASI vILYwDvYOI(LZOZOl
23* NS9NHI
24* INI :V
25* 00 506 K=1oNH
26* E06 LISUM:LISUM+LIIKI
27' C
28* C INITIALIZE EPSI(KJ) WITH ZEROS AND DEFINE KKIKI
293 C
30* DO 85 K=IoNH
31* NI4)=+,1
32* DO 85 J=19NB
33v 85 EPS(KJ)=O
34' C
35* C DEFINE EPSI vJ) USING HIJ)
36' C
37* 00 96 K=:1NH
38* D0 86 J=2*NB
39* I(4.E, IJ-1)) EPSIXsJ)=1
40* IF I. L I J- II) GO TO 87




45* 00 89 L:JGOJ1
46* IFIK.GT.IL-111 GO 10 89










571 00 809 J=1INH
58' IFIHIJI.EQ.MI GO 10 808




63' 00 810 L:1=NH
64 K=I:AMIL)
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55* IFtTAMILl.EG.O) GO 10 a81
66* NPI=O
67. NEP:C
68* 00 807 J=2.NB
69* IFtEPSIKJ.EG.1) NEP=NEP4I
30o IF(ILI J-1 .EQ.] ).AND. IEPS I J).EQ.1I 1 NPI'NPI*I
11* 807 CONTINUE
72* IF(NPI.EQ.i G60 TO 810
73* IFINPI.EQ.NEP) G0 10 820
)40 M:TAMILI
15' TAM(L :G
76' GO TO 805
77* 820 CONTINUE
)s TAM(LI:O
794 00 827 J=2.NB
804 IFIEPSIKPJI#EG.1 GO TO 828






87' C LOCATE TERM. APPENOAGE BASE BODIES AND NO. OF T.A. BODIES ON EACH
88* C
894 00 836 L:l1NB
90* 836 NUMFIL:=0
91* 00 835 L:1,NH
32* DO 834 K: ,NH
93s IF(TAMFILI.NE.Kl GO TO 834
94s N=HIKI1
95# 00 833 JZ2eNB






1b02 C FIND BASE BODY WITH THE MOST TERMINAL APPENDAGE BODIES ON IT
103' C
104* NMX=0
105' 00 837 L=IN9
106* IFINUMFIL).GE.NMXI GO 10 838





312* C IDENTIFY MEMBERS OF THE TERMINAL APPENDAGE SET
113s C
114 DO 898 L=1 NH
115* 898 TIILl:G
116' IF(ITAB.EQ.NH GO T10 840
1117 00 939 J=:1NH
11] K:TAMFIJI
119* IFI41KI.EG.TABI GO 10 829
320s GO TO 839
121' 829 CONTINUE
122o DO 888 L=:2NB





1281 C INITIAL CALCULATION OF BARVCENTER VECTORS W.R.I. BODY C.G.S





134* IXV I)=:MBI I
135* IXZ(1:MBlS)











146* BMASS (JI:MAIJ-1 7
1417 35 TM=:IMaMASSIJ)
148* DO 149 I=:1 NB
249 I]:I-1
1501 DO 149 J=1-NB
151. J1=J-1
152o IFII.EG.J) GO 10 163
153* IFII.GT.JI GO 10 70
154* IF1l.EG) 0GO TO 80
155* I:IEPSIIJ1.)EQ.1 GO TO 400
156* 70 LX(ItJI=PA(I iIllel
157 LYII#JI=PAl Il1ll 21
158. LZIIJI:PAII Ill 31
159* GO TO 14N
160* 400 CONTINUE
161* 00 600 KZIJI
362* IFIEPSIKJI.EQ.1 GO0 10 500
163* 600 CONTINUE
164* GO 10 149
165* 500 LXII JI) PAIIIeKell
166* LY(IIJ):PAIIlK2
167* LZIIJI=PAI ILK 3
168* GO 10 149
163. 80 00 9G L=1.Jl
110s IFIEPSILtJI.EQ.11 GO 10 ]0C
1711 90 CONTINUE
172* GO 10 149
173. 101 LXtIIJ):PBILe,1
174* LVII,J)- PBIL 21I
175. LZII JI=PBIL .33





181* 00 13 N"I,NB




186* 00 13 K:1PNB
187* DXINJJ=OXINJJ-IBMASSIK)/TMI*LXINeKI
188* DYI(NJI:DY (N.J)-IBMASSIKI/IMILVIN.K)
189* 13 OZI NJ)=OZIN J- iBMASSIK/tIM) *LZINK I
190* C
191s C CALCULAIION OF AUGMENTED INERTIA DYADICS FOR EACH BODV
1932 C
393 00 31 N=1.NB






200s 00 30 J:1,NB
2G01 PitN.lI.I:PHIN l*191+BMASSIJI* IOYIN JI$**2OZ4N JI **21
202* PHINwl,2)'PHIN1s2) -BMASS IJI*DXIN JI*DVINoJl
203* PgN.l3lZPHIN,1 33-BMASSIJ*DXIN.J)*DZINeJI
204* PHINs2a2)'PHINo2s21BMASSIJ)*IDXINJI.*24DZIN9JI**2
205* P.4(N2,3L:PHIN,2,3- BMASSJJODYIN JI *ZAINJf
206' 30 PHIN#3,3):PHINP3, 3 48MASSIII J*DX I N. J **2+DINsJ 2




210o DO 571 R=1 NB
211 DO 571 J=1,3
212* DO 571 K=1,3
213o 571 PSI( R.RJK =PHIR oJoKI
214* DO 763 J=-1NH






221* 00 3700 R=2.NB
222* 00 3700 5=2.NB
223* IF(R.EG.S) GO 10 3700
224. IFII1IIR-2).NE.1).OR.ITIIS-11.NE.1J) GO TO 3700
225* OX2:0XIRS *DXI S R)*TM
226. DY2-DY IRoS )*DVIS.oRIIM
227*. Z2=0ZRvSI*DOZSR I*TM
228* PS IR.S el ):-DY2-DZ2
229* PSIRe5l12)=:DXS .R )DYIReS TMIN
230* PS(RSl3 )=:OXISRI DZ(IReS *M
231. PS(IRS.2l=:DIS.R l*DX IRS=TM
232. PSI RS .2.2 )=-X2-OZ 2
233* PStR S 2.31=DVI S R 3*DZAR S)*TM
234. PSIReS 3,l: ):DZISrR)*DX IRS =IM
235* PSf. S 3.2)=:ZIS sR l)O*IR.SI= TM
236s PS (RS .3.3 :=-DX2-DY2
237* 3700 CONTINUE
238a 11t:
239* 00 1401 I=:,NH




244. DO 1400 K"1INH
245* IFITIKI.NE.1) GO 10 1400
246. KI:KT41
247* IFIPIM K .E0.11 KI=KT-1
248* IFII.GI.K) GO TO 1400
249* 00 1410 J=1,3
250s 1420 CWIJI=0.
251s 00 1800 R:2.NB
252* 00 10le S=2,NB
253* I I tEPSIK,51.E.01 .OR.IEPSIIRI .0G.001 00O 0 1800
254* DO 1802 J=1#3
255* CE(J):O.
256* DO 1802 L=193
257* 1802 CE(JI=CEIJ,*PSIR .SJ.L)*GIM.L)
258* DO 2430 J=:,3
259* 1430 CWIJI=CWUJI*CEIJI
260* 1800 CONTINUE
261* AS 81I1): GIIIIJ*CWI4ll*GII.2)=CW123GII,31*CWI31
262. IFIIPIIII.EQ.1).OR.IPIIKI.EG.])) 0 10O 1400
263* AT IITKTI:A4SII.K





269s C INVERT THE TERMINAL AP3ENOAGE NATRIX OF CONSTANTS
270* C




275s ENTRY MRATEINH. HeTIStAFBeFAeGM.GMDGMDt(0'D.W ECI
276* DIMENSION IB3).TAINHe,3)FB131,FAINH 3)1,6MIIGMDII loGMDDII I.
277* SLWO 3 *WXOIU W04 IUI.WZOfIUI.EIS3 ll) HINHI
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278s DOUBLE PRECISION ECIV)
279. C
280* C BODY-TO-BODY COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION MAIRICES
281* C
282* DO 335 J=1:NH
283* K:H JI
284* IFILIIJI.E9.1) GO 10 5021
285. SSM=SINIGMIJI)
28E* CGM:SQRII.-SGM*21-
287* IA 3SIGMJ ) ).LT. 1 .570796327)) GO TO 5020
288* IFIABSIGMIJII.GI14.?12388981
1 1 GO 10 5019
2839 CGM=-CGM
230* GO TO 5020
231* 5019 I1- ABSIGM IJI .GI.IT.85398)) CGM=COSIGMI JII
292* 5020 CONIINUE







300* A81l ):CGM*GIS IJI*CGMI








309* GO TO 5C22
310* 5021 CONIINUE
311* 84(1 1=1.
312* BAtI,21:GI J1,3 GM IJI
313* BA I I3)=-GIJ 122 GMIJI




318s BA3,21 -BAt12 31
319. 8413,3)=1.
320* 5022 CONTINUE
321s I1(4.E.0) GO 10 3350
322* DO 334 L:1,3
323* 00 334 M:1.3
324* 1(1 ,J+ sLvM=0.
325o 00 334 1:1.3
326. 334 I J1 ,1,L.MI=1-1,J.1,LM1,BAILil*Tt *K4l.leMI
327* GO 10 335
328* 3350 CONTINUE
32.* DO 3351 L=1e3
330* DO 3351 M=193
331' 335] I le J*l I L oM I=BA I Lt M)
332* 335 CONTINUE
333* C
334* C COORD. TRANSFORMATION OF 6 VEC10ORS 110 REF. BODY FRAMEI
335* C
336* DO 362 I=1:NH
3371 DO 362 J=1#3
338* GOt,0J):0.




343* ,C ANG. VELOCITY COMPONENTS OF EACH BODY IIN REF. BODY FRAMEI
344* C




349* 00 36 K=1NH
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357. C TRANSFORM AUGMENTED SO9O INERTIA DYADICS TO REF. BOY900 FRAME
358* C
359* 00 363 I=2,NB
360. DO 364 J=1,3
361* 00 364 K=1l3
362* As J.K:IO.
363* 00 364 L=1,3
364o AB(J KI=AB(JeKItPH( IJLI*Til3 I LKI
365* 364 CONTINUE
366* DO 365 J=:,3
367* 00 365 K:1,3
368* PS III tJ, K ):0.
369* D0 365 L:1.3
370* PS(Isl JoKl:PStIs~I. JI. 41. I*L J)*AB IL K)
371* 365 CONTINUE
372* 363 CONTINUE
373* 00 471 J:1,3
374* 00 471 K=1,3
375* 471 PS(1 l1JsK)-PHl 1J.lX)
376* FEXOII)=FBII)





382* DO 17 I:2,NB
383. K:I-1
384s FEXOII):TIII, lll*FAEKll1TIt.2l2 
.)*F'A1K,21ol1l,3 )*FAIK.3)
385* F-EY I):TI, I, l 2J*FA IKXI) *T 1,sI 2,2 FAIK.21*T ltIt 3.23*FA4K 31
366* FEZOI I=1 II.l1 s31*FA IKel .711 tl 2s3)*FAIK.2) 3ll eo33)*FAIK,3)
387* IXO 1) 1 I Il tl)*TAIKI) *TIl ,It2, )*IAIK,2l*TI 1I,t 3 1 , TAIKs 33388* TYOl: I1 1 v2 .*TAIKvI1TIItlI,2,2}.IAIKr211TIIIv3.2 
. TAIK.3)
389 1ZOI I) 1I] I] 3)*IAIKl) *TIl sI,t 23) IAIK,2I TII 1 ts3.3 *TA IK 3)
390* DO 17 J=,NB
391. OXO IJi:T III , I )eI*OXI,JI fll I2 )*fl*DY ItJ 1 11, 3.1 0Z DIlI JI
392* DYOIItJ):l 3Ilrt2)*OX tIJT)4 TIt 2,21*OY 3ileJ)*TIle3.2)*DZ l.J)
393* OZO IJI=T Ilels43 OXiIJi *I (1sI.s21 31 *OYIIf J 14 1tl ,3,310oZIlIs J)
394* 17 CONTINUE





400, C ADDITIONAL AUGMENTED INERTIA DYADICS (IN REF.BODY FRAMEI
401* C
402, DO 37 Is1NB
403* 00 37 J:1sNa
404* IFII.EG.JI GO TO 37
405' PSI IJ,1D3:-ITM IDYO tIJ)*DYOIJ I) D2311 Jl*DZOldJ
406* PS(IeJlI2 ):TM*DXOIJ,I*DVYOIItJ
407* PSI I.Jl.3)=TM*DXO1J.IJ*DZOIJ)
408* PSll.J,22l :T1M*.D0IJ.I*DXOII J)
409. PSI IJ2z21 =-TM. 0IXO IIfJi*XlJeIJ *tOZOI ISJ3*OZOtJ.lI
410 PSIl.J23 ):=M*DYOIJIl.ODZO iJ)I
411* PSII J.3. 1):TIMDZOIJ.I).DXOII.J
412. PSI.J.3.2l):TIMZOIJ II"DYOtIIJI
413. PSI IJs,3 3:-TM IDXO3 li J*DXOIJ. l) *D0YO IJ.YOIJelI I
414* 37 CONTINUE
4 15 C
416* C VECTOR CROSS PRODUCTS DESCRIBING SYSTEM ROTATIONAL COUPLING.
4171 C I2UADRATIC TERMS INVOLVING THE CONNECTING BODY ANGULAR418,* C VELOCITIES AND THE MUTUAL BARICENIER-HINGE VECTORS)419* C
420, DO 230 N=sNB
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4 2 1* CPX: 0.
422. CPY :Q
42 3.* CP Z 0.
424s DO 2301 L:IPNB
'.25* IFIN.EQ.Ll GO TO 23C1
426. WDX:W0(L.OZO(LN)-WZOILI*DYO IL.NI
'427. WOY: WZOIL I*OXO IL eN -WX OI! sZOl L.NJ
'428* WDZ:WXOL1.DYOIL.N)-.YOIL2.DXO I~gNI
'4290 WWOX:TM.IWYO IL).W0Z-W.ZClL)WOYI FEXOILI
430. WWY:lM* IWZOI L I.WOX -WX OIL I)*WOZ ) 4FEYOIL
(131.* WWDZ=TM* IWXO ILI .WOV-WYOILI*.!OXi 4FEZOIL3
432* OWWDX:DVOtNPL .WWOZ-DZOINL k*WWOY
4 33. OWWYO2OIJL I.WWX-DXOIN#L)*WWOZ





(139. OFX:DYOIN.*JI .FEZOINI-DZOINN) *FE'VO4NI
'440s DFY=DZOINNR.FEXO IN 2-DXOIN.NI.FEZO IN)
(442s DcZ:0XOINJ) *FEVOINI-DO0N.N) 'FEXOINI
'4(2* FIX:PS IN oN v 1 1 sWX01N 1 4PS IN tN,91 P2 I * YOI N I PS I NtN v1 9 3 *W ZOIN I
443s HY:'SINN,2#1).WXOINI, SiN.N.2s2).WYOIN1.PSINN,2,3j*WZOINI
4(1(1 HZ:PSINNoj.1 I*kXOIN).PSIN.N.3.22.WYO(ND.PSIN.N.3s3).WZOIN I
(145* K =3*IN-I)
(146. ElK,1,1):HY*I.ZOIN)-sZ.*4YOIN) .TXOIN) *CPX*DFX
44 17. IK l. 2 p 1I=HZ *WXO IN I - HX.sI4Z01Io 'T VOINJ .C3Y* OF V
4(8. EIK*3u1 l:HX.WYOtN )-HY*WXOIN)*TZOINI*CPZ4DFZ
(14 9 * 23C CONTINUE
450. C
451.* C ADD MATRIX ELEMENT CDM3UT4T10N 13X31
(152. C
(153. 00 3001 1=193
4154s DO 3C01 J=103
455. 30201 A0C1211,JI:0.
(156* DO 3 I=1,NB
(157. DO 3 J=i.ND
(158. 4O001 :A0OI11.11.PSIIvJ,2 .1)
(159. AQCI 1,2)=ACCGI1,2 )#SIImJt1.2)
(161. AO012,21:400l2@21*lPSIIsJw2@2I
(162. 400 12t32:4012v31 4P5 11,4,2 3)
(163* A0OI 3v3140013v3 )4PSII@Je3s3l
(164. 3 CONTINUE




(169. C A0K VECTOR ELEMENT COM 3 UT4TION 13)(1)
470. C




415. 0O 7 I11N3
476s 00 7 J=1.NB
(117* IcIEPSIKvJ).EG.OJ GO0T07
478. 00 20 M:113~
(119. 00 10 L:1.o3
480. 10 AVIKN):4V iKMI*PSIIJMLI.GOIK.LI
481s 7 CONTINUE
(182. C
(183. C 4KM SCALAR ELEMENT COMPUTATION
(18(1 C
'4854 0O 1(1 K:1,'4H
(186. 00 1(1 M:1,NH
(187* Irl(.GT.MJ GO TO 1(1
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492* DO 15 J=-1NB
'93* DO 15 I=1N9
494* IFI(EPSIK.JI.EQ.0).OR.IEPSIMI).E .O1) 0GO 10 15
495o DO 18 N=13
496* DO 18 L:-13
497. 18 AISIN)=AISINI*P IJoIeNI LI*GOIM L)I
498* ]E CONTINUE
493* ASt(tM=:GOtKo11sAISIi14GOIK.23* AISt2l'GOtK.31*AIS(31
500* G0 T0 14
501# 1399 ASfI M)=I ASI31K MI
502. 14 CONTINUE
503. C
504* C COMPUTE CORRECTION ELEMENTS FOR IE) VECTOR
505* C




510* DO 41 J=1INB
511. DO 11 M=.t3
512* 411 CWIMJI:.
513* DO 42 K=I,H
514* IF(EPSIKeJ).EO.O) G6 TO 42
515. K9=KKIKI
516* CW(1)=CW II) GMDIKI*IWYOIKB3*GO(B I 3)-WZOIKB)*GOIKo2 II
517* CW 2 1:CW121 GM I K) I W O2 I KB = G04K 1- WX0tK I GOIK 31
518* CWI3)=CWI3IGMOIIK)*IWXOIKBI*GO(K 2)-WYOIKBIGOIKtllI
519. 42 CONTINUE
520s DO 45 M=3,3
521. 00 45 L=1v3
522 45 EAIMI:EAIMI*PS lIJtMLI*)CWILI
523* 41 CONTINUE
524* KI:3*II-21
525s EIKlll) =EIK.1 1ll-EAIll
526* E(Kl+'2 l)=E(K1 42 1)-EA12)
527* EIKl*3.1) =:EIKl3 ll-EA131
528* 40 CONTINUE
529. 00 55 MI=1.3
5300 55 EC(MI=I:EIMI1
531. 00 52 J=2s,89
532* DO 52 M=:1,3
533s KI=3*IJ-13+M
534s 52 EC(MI=ECIM)EIKtl ll
535* I=O
536* DO 60 K:1,NH
537* IFtPIIK).NE.0) GO 13 60
538* I=Il1
539* ECI #31= 0.
540* DO 601 M=1,3
591. 601 CEIHi=0.
542s DO 61 J=1,NB
543* IFfEPSIKJ.EQ.O) GO TO 61
544* 00 65 M=1,3
545 J=3*lJ-I1)*M
546* 65 CE(MI=CEIM)EI(J11s I
547* 61 CONTINUE
548* DO 66 L=:13
549* 66 ECI 1*3):ECII43)*GO IKvL)*CEILI
550s EC(143 :ECII3)*THIK )
551* 60 CONTINUE
552* 00 610 =1:13
553* 00 610 J=I.NH





559* 00 512 I=:INH
560* IFtPIIII.NE.01 GO 10 612
561s K:K*
562* IV=IV4
563 DO0 511 J=1,NH
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564* IF(PIIJI.EQ. I GO 10 611





570* C LOAD SYSTEM MATRIX IA) WITH AD000AdKAKM ELEMENTS
511. C
572* DO 23 1-1,3
573* 00 23 J=1,3
57* 23 A(I,'Ji:=A0CII,J
515* 00 24 I:1.3
576 K=O
5771 00 24 JzI,NH
518' IFIPIIJI.NE.(C GO 10 24
5790 K= * 1




584* 00 250 I=l1NH
585. Ir III).NE.C) GO 10 250
586* K.K41
581. L=0
588* 00 25 J=:1NH
589* IF(PIJIJINE.01 GO TO 25
590* L:L41
591* IF14.GI.LI GO TO 26
592s AIK43tL*3) =AStI9JI





598* C SOLVE SYSTEM MAIRIX FOR REFERENCE BODY ANG. ACCELERATION AND HINGE
599* C IRELATIVEI ROTATIONAL ACCELERATIONS
600 C
601* C EXC-4ANGE ROWS IN A-MATRIX AND RT.HANO SIDE UECTOR
602* C
6C3* 00 619 K=1,3
604* EE(K)IECtKI
605. 00 G19 I:=1IV
606* 619 AEIKI)=AtKI)
6017 L=:
608* DO 620 K:1,NH
609. IF(TII(I.EG.) GO T10 620
610* L=L41
611. EEIL*3):ECtIK43
6124 DO E21 I=1,I
613 621 aEIL3.I)=AIX#3vI)
614* 620 CONTINUE
615. 00 630 K=I,NH
616* IFITIIK).EQ.01 GO TO 630
6117 L=:L1
618i EEfL*3:ECIK.31
619' 00 631 I=1IV
620* 631 AEtL+3sI) :AIK'3tII
621s 630 CONTINUE
622* C
623s C EXCHANGE CO..UMNS IN A-MATRIX
624* C
625* 00 539 K=1.3
626' 00 639 I=l.IV
627* 633 Al(IK):AEII.K)
628* L=O
629* 00 640 K=I.NH
630* IFITIIKI.EG*.1 GO 10 640
631* L=L*1
632* DO 641 I:1=IV
633' 641 AIIL*3:AEIIvK*3I
634' 640 CONTINUE
635* DO 650 K=:INH
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636* IFtIIIK).EQ.C) GO 10TO 650
631 L:L*I




642* C SOLVE FOR HINGE-ANGLE ACCELERATIONS INON-IERM. APPENOAGEI
643* C
644,* NL:IU-NMI
645* IFINMT.EQ.C) GO 0 561
646* DO 652 I:INL
647, 00 552 K: s,NMI
648. ALIIK)1=0.
649* 00 652 L:1,NMT
650* LL=NL*L
651. 652 AL IKI:AL I K)*A( ILL *AT ILeKI
652* 00 654 I=I NL
653* 00 554 K=:INL
654* AEtIIK)=O.
655* 00 553 L=I,NMI
6565 LL=NL4L
657* 653 AE( IKI:=AEII.KI.AL(It L*AILLokI
658* 654 A(IIK):AIIK)-AEIIH K)
659* 00 556 I:1]NL
660* ECII)=0.
661* 00 655 L=I,NMT
662* LL=NL*L
663* 655 EC(I):ECII)+ALIILE *EEILLI
664* 656 EE I)I:EEII)-ECII)
665* 6561 CONINUE
666s CALL SODIA ,VNL@EE9V $92#WPKI
6617 C
668. C SOLVE FOR HINGE-ANGLE ACCELERATIONS ITERM. APPENDAGEI
669* C
670* IF(NMT.EQ.OI GO 10 6581
671. 00 657 I:I.NMT
672* II=NL.I
673. ECII=EE III
674 00 657 L=1,NL
675* 657 EC( IIEC(II-A(IIoLI*EEILI
66* D00 658 I:=1NMT
677* II=NL*I
678s EEIII):0.
679* 00 558 LC=1NMT
680* 658 EElIIk=EElII)*AI IILl *ECILI
581* 6581 CONTINUE
682* C






689* 00 559 K=:1NH
690* IFtIIIKI.EQ.2).OR.IPIIKI.EG.11) GO T0 659
691i L=L*1
692* ECK+31) EE IL)
633* 659 CONTINUE
6934* L:NL
6 5* 00 561 K=I1NH




700* DO 662 K=1,NH
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